SPECIAL MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE AGENDA
Monday, July 16, 2018 at 12:05 p.m.
Chairman:

Item

Mayor M. Heyck,
Councillor R. Alty,
Councillor A. Bell,
Councillor L. Bussey,
Councillor N. Konge,
Councillor S. Morgan,
Councillor J. Morse,
Councillor S. Payne, and
Councillor R. Silverio.

Description

1.

Approval of the agenda.

2.

Disclosure of pecuniary interest and the general nature thereof.

3.

A presentation from Dillon Consulting Ltd. regarding the Accessibility Audit.

ANNEX A
4.
ANNEX B
5.
ANNEX C
6.

ANNEX D
7.

A memorandum regarding whether to adopt for information the Accessibility Audit as
prepared by SPH Planning and Consulting and prepare an implementation plan.
A memorandum regarding whether to develop a regulatory framework for Short‐Term
Rental accommodations.
A memorandum regarding whether to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as
amended, to exempt the NWT SPCA’s Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250 from property
taxation.
A memorandum regarding whether to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as
amended, to remove the tax exemption for the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors
Centre, Plan 2257, Block 310, Lot 1 Ptn 1.
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ANNEX E
8.

(For Information Only)
An update on the progress of the Everyone is Home – Yellowknife’s 10 Year Plan to End
Homelessness.

ANNEX F
9.

(For Information Only)
An update to Council regarding washrooms available for public use.

ANNEX G
10.

(For Information Only)
An update to Council regarding required adjustments to the Recycling Program in order
to better adapt to fluctuations in the global recycling market.

IN CAMERA
ANNEX H
11.

A memorandum regarding whether to appoint a member to serve on the Community
Advisory Board on Homelessness.

12.

A legal matter.

13.

A personnel matter.

14.

A personnel matter.
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Community Services

ISSUE:

Whether to adopt for information the Accessibility Audit as prepared by SPH
Planning and Consulting and prepare an implementation and budget plan.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1. Adopt for information the Accessibility Audit as prepared by SPH Planning and Consulting and
Dillon Consulting;
2. Directs Administration to develop an implementation plan in consultation with key stakeholder
groups to address the identified projects; and,
3. Directs Administration to identify key projects through the budgeting process.
BACKGROUND:
During the 2017‐2019 budget deliberations, Council made a motion to increase the budget by $55,000
for the purpose of conducting an Accessibility Audit on City facilities.
Through a competitive Request for Proposals (RFP) process SPH Planning and Consulting was
contracted to carry out the Audit. The scope of work included a field investigation and review of City
facilities and infrastructure and the development of a transition plan including budget estimates for the
required work. The subsequent report included a review of the structural design of facilities as well as
functional usability based on accessibility needs of individuals with a wide range of challenges including
mobility, visual, hearing, cognitive and sensory disabilities.
The RFP detailed the following City facilities and infrastructure to be included in the scope of work:
o Facilities – City Hall, Wildcat Café, Ruth Inch Memorial Pool, Community Arena, Curling Club,
Fieldhouse, Multiplex, Parks Garage, Fireweed Studio, Fire Hall, Somba K’e Service Building,
Library, Water Treatment Plant and Public Works Garage.
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o Playgrounds – Somba K’e, Josephine Walcer, Otto Park, School Draw, Doornbos, Moyles,
Stirling, Borealis Co‐op, Parker Park, Magrum, DeMelt, Forrest Drive, Lamoureux, McNiven,
Olexin, Con Road and Grace Lake.
o Sports Fields – St. Joseph, Sir John Franklin High School, Parker Park, Fritz Theil, Tommy Forrest,
Latham Island and Range Lake North.
o Sport Courts – McNiven Tennis, Somba K’e Tennis, Reservoir Tennis, School Draw, Forrest Dr.,
Latham Island, Fritz Theil and Jeske Crescent.
o Trails – Rotary Range Lake, McMahon Frame Lake, Niven Lake and Tin Can Hill.
The work was to be completed in September of 2017 to allow for the report to be presented to
Committee and Council and provide for input into the 2017‐2019 budget process. After a portion of the
work was drafted and submitted for review the Consultant advised that due to unforeseen personal
issues it would not be possible to complete the work in the timeline committed and a request to
extend by a month was requested. The quality and detail in the work submitted was sufficient to grant
an extension to the contract. After a month, more extensions were requested and over time it was
apparent that work would not be completed within a reasonable time frame and ultimately the
contract was terminated.
The termination of the project culminated with a major portion of the field investigations completed
and reports submitted with the exception of the Multiplex, Fieldhouse, Public Works Garage and Water
Treatment Plant. The report submitted did not include a detailed implementation plan but did provide
a budget scope for the work completed that Administration will build on to complete an
implementation plan for 2019‐2021 budget deliberations.
Following the finalization of the original contract, Administration utilized the remaining funds allocated
to the project to complete an audit of the Multiplex and Fieldhouse by contracting Dillon Consulting
which was a sub‐contractor to the SPH Planning and Consulting. These two facilities were chosen based
on the fact that they are publicly accessed on a daily basis and the limitations of the remaining funds.
COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Community Vision: A welcoming, inclusive, vibrant and family‐oriented City with a strong sense of
community pride. We will strive to be self‐sufficient while actively promoting economic development
and tourism and protecting our unique history, culture and natural beauty.
Corporate Vision: To be an inclusive and well‐managed community.
Motion #0316‐16
Audit.”

“That the budget be .... 17. Increased by $55,000 to conduct an Accessibility

APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
 National Building Code 2015.
 Canadian Standards Association, “Accessible Design for the Built Environment (B651‐12);
“Customer Service Standards” (B480‐02); “Children’s play spaces and equipment (CAN/CSA –
Z614‐14) Annex H: Children’s play spaces and equipment that are accessible to persons with
disabilities.
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CONSIDERATIONS:
Financial Considerations
As detailed in the report the financial impact for the work completed is estimated at approximately
$5.0M. As previously mentioned, this includes all facilities identified in the original call for proposals
with the exception of the Water Treatment Plant and Public Works Garage.
Administration is currently developing an implementation plan for budget consideration and is also
seeking out external funding sources that may be available to assist with the required work such as the
Federal Enabling Accessibility Fund which has recently been announced.
Comparative Information
For this project, the consultant carried out the audit of facilities and infrastructure using the most
progressive standards for accessibility listed above as well as the following:
 Inclusive Design Best Practices: Recreational Infrastructure
o Accessible Recreation and Sporting Venues.
o Province of Ontario’s Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act/Integrated
Accessibility Standards Regulations Built Environment requirements and Design of Public
Spaces Standards.
o Municipal, Provincial and National accessible design best practices relevant to municipal
environments
o Global Alliance on Accessible Technologies and Environments “Illustrated Technical
Guide to the Accessibility Standard for the Design of Public Spaces.
o Americans with Disabilities Act.
o Rick Hansen Foundation, “Let’s Play Toolkit”.
o National Capital Commission “Best Practices Guide to Accessible Design of Outdoor
Spaces”.
o Universal Design Principles and Canada Human Rights Commission’s” International Best
Practices in Universal Design.
o Canadian National Institute for the Blind “Making Public Spaces Accessible to Deaf and
Hard of Hearing People, Accessibility Criteria for People with Hearing Loss”.
It is important to note that the buildings referenced throughout the report were constructed to the
code of the time. Additionally, references to the National Building Code are strictly related to the
buildings referenced in the plan and comments should not be transposed to other buildings within the
community.
Budget
The draft report was unexpectedly delayed which precluded the report from being presented to
Committee and Council in time for items to be considered in the 2018‐2020 budget. An
implementation strategy as discussed below will be developed for Council’s consideration during the
2019‐2021 budget cycle.
Implementation Strategy
The report indicates that priorities for barrier removal and prevention are identified based on the
Consultant’s professional opinion and experience. Generally priorities reflect a variety of criteria to
ensure a cross‐disability approach is applied to each barrier removal activity. This approach recognizes
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that there were different types of barriers identified at a particular location that affects different types
of disabilities. Priorities are important to provide a baseline for strategically removing barriers in the
most cost effective manner. Overall, recommendations for barrier removal are based on short;
medium and long term scale that should not be viewed as a rigid evaluation tool, but recognize many
priorities are subjective in nature. The priority scale is as follows:
Short Term – 0 to 2 years: Items giving immediate concern for safety or a significant barrier that
requires prompt attention. Generally relates to a building code of the day issues as well as actions that
have minor cost implications.
Medium Term – 3 to 6 years: Essential items required to provide an acceptable level of access for
persons with disabilities, and to be completed within the short term. Generally relates to actions that
need to be implemented as soon as practical.
Long Term – 7 to 10 years: Items of best practice and/or to be implemented when relevant
area/element of the building is renovated, maintained or upgraded. Often refers to actions that
require significant structural alterations and construction costs which would only be possible to
implement over a long‐term schedule.
Administration will be developing an implementation schedule based on the priorities identified in the
report to address the short and a portion of the medium term priorities based on funding availability
and the likelihood of securing outside funding for the various projects for 2019‐2021 budget process.
Additionally, there are items noted in the report that will be addressed in 2018 through O&M funding
currently available.
To ensure that the implementation plan addresses many of the pertinent issues that are relevant to
the public and stakeholders, a public information and consultation meeting on the plan moving
forward will be carried out.
Legal
The Human Rights Act, S.N.W.T. 2002, c.18, requires that facilities and services are provided to
residents in a non‐discriminatory manner. Despite the intention to achieve inclusive buildings,
accessibility requirements set out in building codes establish the minimum required standards and do
not always result in equal access for people with disabilities as required by the Human Rights Act. As
such, the City must consider its obligations under the Human Rights Act in assessing the accessibility of
its facilities to identify and remove potential barriers for groups who experience discrimination based
on the grounds under the Act. Failure to do so may result in claims of discrimination under the Human
Rights Act.
ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATION:
There are no viable alternatives
RATIONALE:
Council provided funding in the 2017 budget for the development of an Accessibility Audit. The scope
of work included auditing City of Yellowknife facilities and infrastructure, specifically for structural
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design of facilities as well as functional usability based on accessibility needs of individuals with a wide
range of challenges including mobility, visual, hearing, cognitive and sensory disabilities.
The Audit has identified a number of projects for a variety of facilities that will assist Council in
achieving their stated Community and Corporate Vision of a welcoming and inclusive City.
The details of the Audit have included approximately $5M to be completed over a 10 year period to
strategically remove barriers on a priority based approach. Through the budgeting process, an
Implementation Plan will be identified to address the priorities as identified in the report.
Attached for review is an overview of the Audit that includes the overall costs and an overview of the
work based on the priority listed. Due to the size of the final report, a digital version will be made
available on the City’s website as well as a hard copy will be available at the Library.
ATTACHMENTS:
City of Yellowknife SPH Planning and Consulting Accessibility Audit (DM #514077 v.4).

Prepared:
Revised:
Revised:

June 11, 2018; GW/ck
June 14, 2018; CK
July 12. 2018;GW
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City of Yellowknife Accessibility Audit – Budget Summary

Infrastructure
Indoor Facilities
Playgrounds
Sport Courts
Sport Fields
Trails
Sub – Total =
Contingency (20%)
Total =

Cost
$2,423,100
$1,044,700
$213,000
$196,900
$206,400
$4,084,100
$816,820
$4,900,920

Establishing Priorities

Priorities for barrier removal are identified based on the consultant’s professional opinion as well as principles adopted by other
Canadian cities. Generally, priorities reflect a variety of criteria to ensure a cross‐disability approach is applied to each barrier
removal activity. This approach recognizes that there were different types of barriers identified that affect different types of
disabilities. Priorities are important to provide a baseline for strategically removing barriers in the most cost effective ways.
Priority One (Short Term): Items giving immediate concern for safety or a significant barrier that requires prompt attention.
Generally relates to a building code issue as well as actions that have minor cost implications (e.g., temporary obstructions,
maintenance issues). Time period for implementation: 0 to 2 years.
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Priority Two (Medium Term): Essential items required to provide an acceptable level of access for persons with disabilities, and to
be completed within the short time term (e.g. highly used items). Generally relates to actions that need to be implemented as soon
as practical, but recognizing some advance planning will be required. Recommended time period for implementation is 3 to 6
years.
Priority Three (long Term): Items of best practice (e.g., Guidelines & CSA) are to be implemented when relevant or when an element
of the building is renovated, maintained, or upgraded. Often refers to actions that require significant alterations and construction
costs, which would only be possible to implement over a long‐term works schedule. Recommended time period for implementation
is 7 to 10 years.

City of Yellowknife Accessibility Audit – Indoor Facility Cost Summary

Description














City Hall Grounds
City Hall
Somba K’e Building
Fireweed
Curling Club
Library
Wildcat
Fire Hall
Swimming Pool
YK Community Arena
Multiplex
Fieldhouse
Total =

Cost
Short Term

Cost
Mid Term

Cost
Long Term

Total

$35,250
$62,200
$5,000
$4,000
$93,900
$164,500
$14,250
$46,750
$56,550
$99,350
$88,300
$65,300
$732,350

$32,000
$88,500
$0
$5,000
$5,000
$42,500
$20,000
$75,500
$10,000
$43,250
$189,500
$15,000
$526,250

$7,000
$125,000
$0
$0
$200,000
$85,000
$20,000
$240,000
$30,000
$255,000
$151,500
$51,000
$1,164,500

$74,250
$275,700
$5,000
$9,000
$298,900
$292,000
$54,250
$362,250
$96,550
$397,600
$429,300
$131,300
$2,423,100
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City of Yellowknife Accessibility Audit – Playgrounds, Sport Courts, Sport Fields and Trails Cost Summary

Playgrounds
Somba K’e
Josephine Walcer
Otto Drive
School Draw
Doornbos
Moyle Drive
Stirling Tot Lot
Borealis Co‐op
Parker Field
Magrum Crescent
Demelt Crescent
Forrest Drive
Lamoureux
McNiven
Olexin
Con Mine
Grace Lake North
Total Playgrounds =

Budget
$74,600
$52,600
$52,800
$49,100
$49,100
$52,600
$54,100
$55,800
$98,800
$43,300
$44,900
$86,500
$54,100
$131,500
$43,200
$53,600
$48,100
$1,044,700
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Sport Courts

Total Sport Courts =

Budget
$34,300
$60,700
$5,900
$17,800
$20,300
$20,300
$21,200
$22,400
$10,100
$1,044,700

Total Sport Fields =

Budget
$15,900
$17,100
$23,100
$68,400
$33,400
$39,000
$196,900

Total Trails =

Budget
$14,800
$86,200
$17,600
$87,800
$206,400

McNiven
Somba K’e
Reservoir (Tennis Courts)
School Draw
Forrest Drive
Latham Island
Fritz Theil
Somba K’e
Jeske Crescent

Sport Fields
Ecole St. Joseph
Sir John Franklin
Parker
Fritz Theil
Tommy Forrest
Latham Island

Trails
Range Lake
Tin Can Hill
Frame Lake
Niven Lake
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City of Yellowknife Accessibility Audit – (Cost Breakdown Summary)
Page
Number

Description

Cost
Short Term

Cost
Mid Term

Cost
Long Term

Total

$1,750
$10,000

$10,000
$7,500

$0
$0

$11,750
$17,500

$7,500

$7,500

$0

$15,000

$16,000

$7,000

$7,000

$30,000

$35,250

$32,000

$7,000

$74,250

City Hall Grounds
13
13
13
13

 Site & Signage
 Parking & Passenger
Zones
 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
Total City Hall Grounds =

City Hall
15

 Building Entrances

$5,000

$0

$25,000

$30,000

15
16
17
18
18
19
20
20
20
21
21













$10,000
$1,500
$4,000
$0
$9,700
$6,500
$0
$1,500
$14,000
$10,000
$0
$62,200

$5,000
$0
$10,500
$13,000
$0
$5,000
$10,000
$0
$17,500
$7,500
$20,000
$88,500

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$50,000
$0
$0
$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$125,000

$15,000
$1,500
$14,500
$13,000
$9,700
$61,500
$10,000
$1,500
$46,500
$32,500
$40,000
$275,700

Reception Areas
Routes & Corridors
Door & Doorways
Stairs & Steps
Elevators
Washroom Facilities
Interior Signage
Emergency Systems
Assembly Areas
Council Chambers
Office Environments
Total City Hall =
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Somba K’e Building
22

 Exterior Route to Main
Entrance
Total Somba K’e Building

$5,000

$0

$0

$5,000

$5000

$0

$0

$5000

$4,000
$0
$4,000

$0
$5,000
$5,000

$0
$0
$0

$4,000
$5,000
$9,000

$250
$0
$5,000
$20,000
$10,000
$5,000
$1,800
$3,000
$10,000
$27,000
$350
$2,500

$0
$5,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$200,000
$0
$0
$0

$250
$5,000
$5,000
$20,000
$10,000
$5,000
$1,800
$3,000
$10,000
$200,000
$27,000
$350
$2,500

$1,500
$7,500
$93,900

$0
$0
$5,000

$0
$0
$200,000

$1,500
$7,500
$298,900

$5,000
$10,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$5,000
$10,000

Fireweed Studio
22
22

 Signage
 Main Entrance
Total Fireweed Studio =

Curling Club
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24















Lighting
Parking
Exterior Exit
Main Entrance Door
Interior Vestibule Doors
Handrail
Tread Nosings
TWSI’s
Elevator Provision
Elevator
Washroom Facilities
Exterior Lighting
Assistive Listening
Device
 Kitchen
 Doors to Ice Surface
Total Curling Club =

Library
25
25

 Site & Building Entrance
 Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones
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25
25
26
26
26
27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
30

 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Ramps
 Stairs & Steps
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
 Building Entrances
 Main Reception Area
 Doors & Doorways
 Stairs & Steps
 Elevators
 Washrooms
 Interior Lighting
 Exterior Lighting
 Interior Signage &
Wayfinding
 Drinking Fountains
 Assembly Areas &
Meeting Rooms
 Library
Total Library =

$5,750

$0

$0

$5,750

$500
$15,000
$2,500

$0
$0
$5,000

$25,000
$0
$0

$25,500
$15,000
$7,500

$39,000
$5,000
$750
$2,000
$27,500
$30,000

$0
$0
$10,000
$0
$0
$0
$2,500
$0
$5,000

$50,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$89,000
$5,000
$10,750
$2,000
$27,500
$30,000
$2,500
$350
$5,000

$5,000
$8,500

$0
$10,000

$0
$0

$5,000
$18,500

$7,650
$164,500

$10,000
$42,500

$10,000
$85,000

$27,650
$292,000

$2,750
$0

$0
$2,500

$0
$0

$2,750
$2,500

$0

$15,000

$0

$15,000

$5,000
$5,000
$1,500
$0
$14,250

$2,500
$0
$0
$0
$20,000

$0
$0
$0
$20,000
$20,000

$7,500
$5,000
$1,500
$20,000
$54,250

$350

Wildcat
31
31
31
31
32
32
32

 Site & Building Signage
 Parking & Passenger
Loading
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
 Stairs & Steps
 Building Entrances
 Dining & Kitchen Areas
 Washroom Facilities
Total Wildcat =
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FIRE HALL
33
33
33
34
34
34
35
35
35
36

 Lighting & Parking Zones
 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Surface
 Building Entrance
 Main Reception Area
 Stairs & Steps
 Elevators & Lifts
 Washroom Facilities
 Assembly Areas &
Meeting Rooms
 Kitchen/Dining Area
 Office Environments
Total Fire Hall =

$5,750
$20,000

$0
$35,000

$0
$0

$5,750
$55,000

$0

$5,000

$0

$5,000

$0
$0
$0
$10,000
$8,500
$2,500

$0
$0
$9,000
$0
$6,500
$0

$30,000
$10,000
$0
$200,000
$0
$0

$30,000
$10,000
$9,000
$210,0000
$15,000
$2,500

$0
$0
$46,750

$10,000
$10,000
$75,500

$0
$0
$240,000

$10,000
$10,000
$362,250

$250
$0
$16,500

$5,000
$5,000
$0

$0
$0
$0

$5,250
$5,000
$16,500

$5,000
$4,750
$150
$750

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,000
$4,750
$150
$750

$2,300
$8,500
$350
$2,500
$500

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$30,000
$0
$0
$0

$2,300
$38,500
$350
$2,500
$500

SWIMMING POOL
37
37
37
37
38
38
38
38
39
39
40
40

 Ski & Building Signage
 Parking
 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Ramps
 Stairs & Steps
 Building Entrances
 Main Reception Area &
Lobby
 Doors & Doorways
 Washroom Facilities
 Exterior Lighting
 Interior Signage
 Public Amenities
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40
40

 Pools, Spas & Splash
Pads
 Dressing & Change
Rooms
Total Swimming Pool =

$3,000

$0

$0

$3,000

$12,000

$0

$0

$12,000

$56,550

$10,000

$30,000

$96,500

$5,250
$0

$0
$5,000

$0
$0

$5,250
$5,000

$20,000

$0

$0

$20,000

$5,000
$20,000
$2,500
$8,000
$10,000
$5,000
$350
$5,000
$3,500
$5,000
$3,500
$500
$5,750
$0

$0
$0
$8,250
$0
$0
$30,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$200,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$25,000
$30,000

$5,000
$20,000
$10,750
$8,000
$210,000
$35,000
$350
$5,000
$3,500
$5,000
$3,500
$500
$30,750
$30,000

$99,350

$43,250

$255,000

$397,600

$500

$0

$20,000

$25,000

YK COMMUNITY ARENA
42
42
42
43
43
43
43
44
44
44
45
45
45
45
45
46
46

 Site & Building Signage
 Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones
 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Exterior Amenities
 Building Entrances
 Doors & Doorways
 Stairs & Steps
 Elevators
 Washroom Facilities
 Exterior Lighting
 Interior Signage
 Public Amenities
 Assembly Areas
 Kitchens, Cafeterias
 Office Environments
 Arena Facilities
 Dressing & Change
Rooms
Total YK Community
Arena

MUTIPLEX
47

 Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones
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47
47
47
48
48
49
49
50
50
50
51
51
51
52

 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
 Main Reception &
Lobbies
 Interior Doors &
Doorways
 Interior Stairs & Steps
 Elevators
 Washroom Facilities
 Interior Lighting
 Interior Signage
 Emergency Systems
 Assembly Areas
 Kitchens, Cafeterias etc.
 Sport, Recreation Areas
 Dressing & Change
Rooms
Total Multiplex =

$0

$50,000

$0

$50,000

$20,000

$0

$0

$20,000

$3,300

$26,500

$4,500

$34,300

$0

$85,000

$0

$85,000

$6,000
$2,000
$2,500
$2,000
$35,000
$10,000
$0
$0
$6,000
$3,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,500
$7,500
$15,000
$3,000

$16,000
$0
$40,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$30,000
$16,000
$25,000

$22,000
$2,000
$42,500
$2,000
$35,000
$10,000
$2,500
$37,500
$37,000
$31,000

$90,300

$189,500

$151,500

$435,800

$1,200
$0

$0
$0

$0
$25,000

$1,200
$25,000

$0

$15,000

$0

$15,000

$3,000

$0

$0

$3,000

$8,500
$10,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$8,500
$10,000

$1,500

$0

$0

$1,500

FIELDHOUSE
52
52
53
53
53
53
54

 Site & Building Signage
 Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones
 Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
 Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
 Main Reception Area
 Interior Doors &
Doorways
 Interior Stairs & Steps
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54
54
54
55
55
55
55
56

 Elevators
 Washroom Facilities
 Interior Signage &
Wayfinding
 Emergency Systems
 Assembly Areas
 Kitchens, Cafeterias, etc.
 Sport & Recreation
Areas
 Dressing & Change
Rooms
Total Fieldhouse =

$800
$1,200
$27,000

$0
$0
$0

$0
$20,000
$0

$800
$21,200
$27,000

$6,000
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$3,000
$0
$0

$6,000
$4,500
$1,500
$1,500

$1,600

$0

$0

$1,600

$65,300

$15,000

$51,000

$131,300

$0
$0

$0
$0

$1,661,000
$1,661,000

$1,661,000
$1,661,000

Playgrounds, Sport Courts,
Sport Fields & Trails
57‐88

Playgrounds, Sport Courts etc.
Total Playgrounds, Sport Courts,
Sport Fields & Trails
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Facility
City Hall Grounds
Site & Building Signage

Accessibility Issue

Recommendations

Cost

Upgrade required – faded.

Provide accessible signage locations.

$10,000

Directional signage – no directional
signage located to indicate location of
accessible entrance to facility.

Install signage for all entrances to indicate
accessible entrance/s.

$1,500

Illumination of exterior signage.

Validate illumination.

$250
Total Site & Signage = $11,750

Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones
On street spaces

There are three designed accessible
spaces identified which don’t meet
current standards.

Reconfigure existing spaces to incorporate
suitable access isles and dimensions.

Add three new accessible spaces.

Provide three (3) new designated accessible
Parking Spaces.

$10,000

$7,500

Total Parking & Passenger Zones = $17,500

Exterior Pedestrian
Routes
Exterior Pedestrian Routes

Curb Ramps – No Tactile Walking
Surface Indicators (TWSI).

Provide 7 – 10 TWSI’s @ a cost of $1,500
each.

$7,500
$7,500

Total Exterior & Pedestrian Routes = $15,000
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Exterior Amenities &
Street Furniture
Seating and rest areas

No accessible rest areas are provided to
accommodate users of mobility aids.

Provide 2 accessible seating/rest area
locations @ a cost of $5,000 each.

$10,000

Rest Areas – Mounting
Locations

At some locations where bench seating
is provided concrete pads are not level.

New locations for accessible benches need
to be located and ensure they are level.

$2,500

Amenities & Street
Furniture

No accessible picnic tables are
provided. Current tables are located on
grass surfaces with no accessible
routes.

Provide 5 accessible tables over time @ a
cost of $3,500.

$3,500
$7,000
$7,000

Total Amenities & Street Furniture = $30,000

CITY HALL
Building Entrances
Stairs

No accessibility.

New stairs with an accessible design review
incorporated. Re: colours, TWSI indicators.
$210,000 (part of 2018 Capital Budget).

Part of 2018 Capital
Budget.

Building Entrances
(General)

No markings.

Ensure accessible doors are marked with
ISA decals (both sides).

N/A

Entrance Vestibule

Currently only 560mm clear width is
provided between exterior and interior
door.
Present controls are not suitably
located and are small in size.

Expand vestibule to provide 1500mm
minimum clearance between doors that
open in series.
Provide new controls (interior and exterior)
and re‐locate.

$25,000

Power Door Operators

$5,000
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Door Hardware

Some users who may be able to use
stairs may have difficulty using current
hardware.

Upgrade hardware to large, D‐pull type
hardware.

N/A

Total Building Entrances = $30,000

Main Reception Areas
Customer Service Counter

Poor signage for accessible service
counter.

Install overhead identification signage with
accessibility features.

$1,500

Accessible Listening Devices

None provided.

Provide one (1) assistive listening device
(ALD) with required information signage.

$3,500

Departmental Service
Counters

Currently provided for standing height
only. Re: Mayor’s Office and MED.

Upgrade counters when renovations
happen in the future.

TBD

Reception Counter
(CSD & PW)

No lower section provided. Hand
cleanser too high.

Provide lower transition counter or shelf.

$5,000

Waiting Area Furniture

Current seating furniture and tables are
too low.

Provide one (1) accessible bench with back
and arm support and one (1) accessible side
table.

$5,000

Line Up Guides

A lower edge is not provided for cane
detection along base.

Provide accessible line‐up guides with cane
detectable base.

N/A

Information Displays

None provided along or adjacent to
accessible route.

Relocate information displays shelves to
interior entrance lobby adjacent to
accessible path of travel.

N/A

Total Main Reception Area = $15,000
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Interior Circulation
Routes & Corridors
Accessible routes

Elevator

Fire Extinguishers
Corridors

Floor Surfaces

Fire extinguishers projects more than
100 mm (137mm) and is potential
bumping hazard. Is not detectable for
users with vision loss.
Overhead directional signage and
elevator identification is difficult to
identify from a distance.
Potential bumping hazard.
Some corridor clearances are
temporarily obstructed due to
placement of equipment.
Ensure matting is cleaned and there are
no tripping hazards. Ensure floor
surfaces are not slippery.

Ensure that all wall‐mounted objects do not
protrude into accessible routes.

N/A

Provide additional information and
directional signage closer to accessible
entrance and lobby area.
Re‐locate fire extinguishers and provide wig
wall for cane users.
Remove stored items to maximize clear
width.

$1,500

N/A

Regular maintenance.

N/A

N/A

Total Routes & Corridors = $15,000
Door/Doorways
(Main Departmental
Entrances from Lobby)
Door by elevator leading
Doors

No power door operators.
(Main Departmental Entrances from
Lobby).
Glazing on window is too high.

IT entrance door, CS/PW
Department door and HR
door

Knob door hardware is not accessible.

Door from main entrance
leading into CSD/PW

Knob door hardware is not accessible.

Provide at least two power door operators.
One at Executive offices plus one more.
No power door operators.

$7,000

Provide lower glazing (bottom edge to be
900mm max).
Provide level door hardware. Three at $500
each.

$2,000

Provide level door hardware.

$500

Total Door & Doorways =

$14,500

$3,500

$1,500
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Stairs/Steps ‐ Interior
Handrail

No handrail extensions are provided
(top and bottom).

Tread Nosings

No colour contrasted nosings are
provided.

Tactile Warning Surface
Indicators

None provided.

Provide handrail extensions with suitable
returns on top and bottom landings and
ensure suitable grasping dimension for
both sets of stairs.
Upgrade stair tread nosings (50 mm depth
minimum extending full length of tread
Cost is $30 (+/‐) per tread @ 150 treads.
Install TWSI’s on both sets of stairs.

$5,000

$5,000

$3,000

Total Stairs & Steps = $13,000
Elevators
Elevators

‐
‐
‐
‐

Elevator cab

Elevator lobby (Lower Level)
Visual Indicator
Interior lighting

No door jamb signage
Emergency phone door handle
is not accessible
Information signage has no
accessibility features
Handrail is not provided on all
sides

Limited floor spaces for users of larger
wheel mobility aids who may not be
able to turn around and will have to
back out.
Display case reduces accessibility to
elevator.
No overhead visual cab position is
provided for users.
Low lighting.

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Adjust door closing time to 5
seconds or more
Provide door jamb
Install handrail on all sides
Provide accessible handle on door
panel for emergency phone
Install suitable information and
instructional signage

$3,500

Install flat mirror between ceiling and
handrail on the wall opposite the door.

$1,200

Remove display case.

N/A

Provide visual indicators above entrance
doors.
Upgrade as part of maintenance.

$5,000
N/A

Total Elevators = $9,700
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Washroom Facilities
Current Signage

Current signage on washrooms.

Washrooms
Issues

Signage.
No power door operator, door
mounted signage is not available, no
emergency alarm.

Staff Washroom

Not accessible.

Public Washroom

Not accessible.

Remove current signage as washrooms
aren’t accessible.
Provide universal washroom signage.
Provide:
‐ Accessible washroom signage
‐ Emergency alarm with signage
‐ Accessible hand dryer
‐ L‐shaped grab bar
‐ Toilet seat cover for support
‐ Lower sanitary disposal bin at side
of toilet
Provide universal washroom for staff in
future @ a cost of $25,000.
Provide universal washroom for public in
future @ a cost of $25,000.
Total Washroom Facilities =

$1,500
$5,000
$5,000

$25,000
$25,000
$61,500

Interior Signage &
Wayfinding
Signage

No consistent and accessible signage is
provided.

Conduct a detailed and coordinated signage $10,000
and Wayfinding study for all facilities city
wide.
Total Interior Signage & Wayfinding = $10,000

Too high along accessible route.

Lower.

No power door operator.

Provide power door operator and
International Symbol of Accessibility.

Emergency Systems
Fire Alarm Stations

$1,500
Total Emergency Systems = $1,500

Assembly Areas, Activity
& Meeting Rooms
Up‐Stairs Boardroom
Entrance

$3,500
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Knob door hardware
Entrance Door

Is not accessible.
Too narrow.

Provide lever door hardware.
Provide new door with accessible
hardware.

$500
$10,000

Council Chambers
Councillor seating positions

No accessible route.

Provide modular/portable ramping system
for at least one side.

$7,500

Designed for standing height.
None identified.

Provide an accessible podium.
Provide an ALD System or least portable
listening device.
A permanent ramp for future renovations
would cost approximately $15,000.
Total Activity Areas & Meeting Rooms

$5,000
$5,000

Widen doors and provide power door
operator for 2 offices per floor.

$20,000
$20,000

Total Office Environments

$40,000

Conduct a feasibility /design study for
retrofit of existing or the provision of
separate.

$5,000

Accessible Speaker Podium
Assistive Listening Device
(ALD)
Accessible Speaker Podium

$15,000
$32,500

Office Environments
Entrances – Private Offices

Most offices have width clearance of
less than the minimum requirement of
850mm.

SOMBA K’E BUILDING
Exterior route to main
entrance

Running slope is too steep in some
areas, exceeding 5% with no ramping
provided. Cross slope exceeds 2% in
some areas.

Total Cost of Somba K’e Building =

$5,000
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FIREWEED STUDIO
Signage

Signage has limited to no accessibility
features.

Main entrance

Main door is not accessible ‐ Too
narrow (778‐824). Minimum is 850mm.

Provide signage with accessibility features
(e.g. colour contrast, braille/facile, large
print etc.).
Modify front entrance and provide large D‐
pull door hardware on exterior side and/or
alternate accessible hardware option.

$4,000

$5,000

Total Cost of Fireweed Studio =

$9,000

CURLING CLUB
Lighting

Illumination.

Parking

No accessible parking spaces are
provided.

Exterior Exit

No clearly separated public sidewalk
accessible routes are provided.

Main Entrance Door

Door doesn’t meet minimum clearance
width required. No power door
operator is provided.
Width is non‐compliant, no power
operator is provided and no door
glazing is provided.
Grasping dimension is 50mm
(oversized) and handrails are mounted
low at 840mm high.

Interior vestibule doors

Handrail

Tread Nosings

No coloured contrasted nosing are
provided.

Validate illumination of exterior signage
during nighttime conditions.
Reconfigure existing parking spaces to
provide one (1) Type A space and two (2)
Type B spaces.
Provide one (1) accessible curb ramp with
Tactile Walking Surface Indicators (TWSI)
adjacent to new accessible space.
Up‐grade door to provide 860mm clear
width with a suitable vision panel and a
power door operator.
Provide power door operator that opens
both doors at same time. Upgrade doors
with a suitable vision panel.
Provide new handrails at 860 – 920mm high
including required extensions. Ensure
suitable grasping dimension 30 – 40 mm
(max).

$250
$5,000

$5,000

$10,000

$10,000

$5,000

$1,800
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TWSI’s
Elevator Provision

None provided at top landings.
No elevator access between both floor
levels.

Install at top landings of exit stairs.
Conduct feasibility study / analysis to
determine feasibility of all areas to the
facility including elevator position.
Consider installation of full size elevator or
alternatively an accessible lift to provide
access to lower amenities.
Provide a new universal washroom.
Convert current men’s washroom. Upgrade
door entrance, upgrade signage and power
door operator.

$3,000
$10,000

Elevator Position

No access to lower areas.

Washroom Facilities

No accessible washroom.

Current washrooms (1st floor adjacent
to entrance) are marked accessible
which aren’t. Remove International
Symbol of Accessibility.
If implemented provide directional
signage to identify location of new
universal washroom.

Provide accessible washroom identification
signage (braille / tactile) that is suitably
mounted.

$1,500

Assistive Listening Device

None identified for facility.

Kitchen

No accessible area provided.

Doors to Ice Surface

Door knob is not accessible. Door
glazing is too high for both doors.

Provide a portable assistive listening device
and/or hearing loop system throughout
the facility.
Upgrade to provide a lowered, accessible
service counter.
Provide accessible door knob and proper
glazed doors.

$200,000

$25,000

$500

$2,500

$1,500
$7,500

Total Cost of Curling Club = $288,900
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LIBRARY
Site & Building Signage
Signage

Current signage is small & difficult to
locate as well accessible power door
operators are difficult to locate.

Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones

Accessible are not designed to meet
current standards.

Exterior Pedestrian Routes

Running slope exceeds 5% and there is
no level surface adjacent to entrance
door and power door operator control.
Post‐mounted signage has limited
colour contrast at base and eye level.

Ramps

Clear width of ramp is than 1200mm at
top and bottom sections, at 1150mm
to1170mm. 1250mm is typical clear
width for main section of ramp.

Stairs and Steps

The riser height is not consistent and
presents potential tipping/slipping
hazard.

Exterior Amenities & Street
Furniture

No accessible seating or rests areas are
available.

Provide ISA decals on all accessible
entrances and larger print signage of
location of library.
Total Signage =
Designate on‐street accessible parking
adjacent to entrance with level access.
Total Signage =
Provide slope of 5% or less leading from
public sidewalk to accessible entrance.

$5,000

$5,000
$10,000
$10,000
$5,000

Apply reflective and colour contrasted
$750
decals/bands as base and eye level.
Total Exterior Pedestrian Routes = $5,750
With alternate accessible entrance provide $500
proper signage at ramp entrance.

Existing ramp requires a full re‐design and
$25,000
upgrade.
Total Ramps = $25,500
Existing stairs require full redesign and
$15,000
upgrade.
Total Ramps =
Provide 2 ‐3 benches with arm rests and
back supports.
Consideration for more accessible seating
based on level of use of Library.
Total Exterior Amenities =

$15,000
$2,500
$5,000
$7,500
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Building Entrances
Door Width ‐
Exterior/Interior Doors

Entrances – Exterior/Interior
Vestibule Doors

Entrance Vestibule
(Option 1)

Entrance Vestibule
(Option 2)

Signage

Elevator Lobby/Parking
Garage

Exterior doors are not marked with
ISA’S (International Symbol of
Accessibility). Lower edge of glazing
(exterior door) is too high for users of
wheeled mobility aids for disability.
Exterior doors are not marked with
ISA’S (International Symbol of
Accessibility). Lower edge of glazing
(exterior door) is too high for users of
wheeled mobility aids for disability.
Depth of vestibules (2185mm in total)
is non‐compliant. Only 1269mm is
provided between exterior and interior
doors. Recommended for entrance
with sloped route.
Depth of vestibules (2185mm in total)
is non‐compliant. Only 1269mm is
provided between exterior and interior
doors. Coordinate with exterior stairs
and ramp upgrades.
Alternate accessible entrance maybe
hard to find or locate by users not
familiar with facility
No power control operators provided.

Upgrade accessible doors to include
860mm clear width (minimum) with
lowered glazing to allow full visibility from
seated position.

$15,000

Upgrade accessible doors to include
860mm clear width (minimum) with
lowered glazing to allow full visibility from
seated position.

$20,000

Expand one vestibule to provide 1500mm
minimum clearance or provide sliding
doors.

$25,000

Expand one vestibule to provide 1500mm
minimum clearance or provide sliding
doors.

$25,000

Provide signage at ramp entry point to
$500
direct users to alternate accessible
entrance when sloped route is upgraded.
Provide power door operators with large
#3,500
size PDC controls mounted 600mm (min) to
1500mm(max) clear of any inside corner or
door swing.
Total Building Entrances = $89,000
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Main Reception
Area/Lobby
Reception Desk

Doors & Doorways
Main Entrance

Main Entrance

No lowered section of transaction
counter is provided.

Provide a lowered transaction counter on
$5,000
both sides of counter.
Total Reception Area = $5,000

No power door operator is required
and clear width is reduced to 788mm at
panic hardware 850mm clear width is
required for National Building Code.
Doors have a strong glazing on them
and are not marked which could be a
bumping hazard.

No upgrade required at this time as doors
are popped open but should be upgraded
to National Building Code in the future.

$10,000

Provide colour contrast alongside edges for
visibility.

$750

Total Doors & Doorways = $10,750
Stairs & Steps
Handrail

Tactile Warning Surface
Indicators

Wooden handrail is not accessible and
no extensions are provided (top or
bottom) and have no colour contrast.

Install accessible handrail.

$1,500

None provided.

Install at top landing at top of stairs.

$500

Total Stairs & Steps = $2,000

Elevators/Lifts
Elevator
Signage

Elevator features are dated and the
controls are generally non‐compliant.
Overhead signage does not have strong
colour/tonal contrast.

Modernize elevator cab equipment,
controls and panel.
Upgrade signage to provide such.

$25,000
$2,500

Total Elevators/Lifts = $27,500

Washrooms
Washrooms

Generally, the washrooms provided are
non‐compliant due to limited floor
space.

Provide one universal accessible washroom
and drinking fountain.

$30,000

Total Washroom Facilities = $30,000
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Interior Lighting
Lighting Controls

Control switch is too high and requires
twisting of wrist to activate.

Lower light switch(s) and upgrade to rocket $2,500
style switches.
Total Interior Lighting = $2,500

Exterior Lighting
Formal review of nighttime exterior lighting $350
conditions is required.
Total Exterior Lighting = $350

Interior Signage &
Wayfinding
Signage System

Drinking Fountains
Assembly Areas/Meeting
Rooms
Meeting Room

Assistive Listening Device
(ALD)

Study needs to be done for all facilities.

No accessible drinking fountain is
available.

Door clearance is non‐compliant, no
power door operator, no proper
glazing.

None in facility.

Study to ensure all signage meets the
requirements of the Accessibility Design
Guidelines/standards & best practices.
Total Interior Signage =
Provide one in washroom vestibule/main
entrance lobby.
Total Drinking Fountains =

$5,000

Equip one entrance with power door
operator and suitable controls that allows
both doors to open simultaneously.
Upgrade double doors to provide 860mm
clear width accessible hardware and vision
panels.
Provide ALD System.

$3,500

$5,000
$5,000
$5,000

$10,000

$5,000

Total Assembly Areas & Meeting Rooms = $18,500

Library
Information Desk

No lowered section of transaction
counter is provided. No assistive
listening device is provided.

Provide lowered accessible transaction
counter and ALD.

$2,500
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Catalogue Stations

No accessible/adaptive computer
equipment provided.

Workstations

No adjustable workstations provided.

Reading / Work Table

Top surface mounted for standing
height only with high stool seating
options.
Screen is too high and is intended for
standing height.

Self‐Check Equipment

Ensure staff have training for customer
service for people with disabilities.

Provide 2 locations (1 for each group of
computer tables) with adaptive/accessible
computer equipment.
Provide 1 height‐adjustable work station in
highest use area.

$5,000
$5,000

When upgrading furniture provide a
lowered and accessible surface and seating
option that is integrated with higher tables.
Provide information and directional signage
to guide users to main circulation desk for
assistance.

$2,500

$2,500

$150.00

$10,000
Total Library = $27,650

Total Cost of Library = $292,000

WILDCAT
Site Building and Signage

No accessibility features are identified.
Display bulletin board is too high.

Install accessible display / signage with
$2,500
tactile and brail features. Provide a lower
bulletin board section or board.
Validate illumination of exterior signage
$250
during nighttime conditions.
Total Signage = $2,750

No designated accessible parking
space.

Provide at least one accessible parking
$2,500
space parking.
Total Parker & Passenger Loading = $2,500

Parking & Passenger
Loading
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Exterior Amenities & Street
Furniture

No accessible seating or rest area is
identified.
Picnic tables are not accessible.

$5,000
Required if there are possible renovations
in future.
Provide a lower deck section with at least 1 $10,000
accessible table.
Total Exterior Amenities & Street Furniture $15,000

Stairs & Steps

Stair access is only provided to exterior
deck. Open risers are potential tripping
hazard, handrails are oversized and
tread nosings are not high contrast.

Install closed risers, colour contrasted, non‐
slip carburundum strips on stair tread
nosings and accessible handrail. Provide
TWSI on top landing.

$3,500

Stepped access is provided to
secondary entrance for staff use and
access to washrooms.
The stair access on back of building is
for staff use only but provides for
potential tripping hazard. Open risers
are potential tripping hazard, handrails
are oversized and tread nosings are not
high contrast.

Provide handrail on at least one side of
steps along with non‐slip carburundum
strips on step tread nosings.
Install closed risers, colour contrasted, non‐
slip carburundum strips on stair tread
nosings and accessible handrail. Provide
Tactile Walking Surface Indicators (TWSI)
on top landing.

$1,500

Building Entrances

High transition at doorway with
wooden path gently sloped. Grated
dimensions are too large. No power
door operator.

$2,500

Total Stairs & Steps = $7,500
Provide pathway of 1500mm minimum
$5,000
including level landing at doorway. Upgrade
grating to ensure no opening exceeds
13mm measured perpendicular to the path
of travel. Provide threshold ramp at
doorway for accessibility. Provide lever or
large D‐pull door hardware and power door
operator. Mark door with International
Symbol of Accessibility.
Total Building Entrances = $5,000
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Dining & Kitchen Areas

No accessible tables.

Washroom Facilities

No accessible washroom is provided.
Entrance door width is too narrow and
each washroom has limited space.

Provide two accessible tables.
$1,500
Total Dining & Kitchen Areas = $1,500
Combine both existing washrooms to
$20,000
provide a universal washroom.
Total Washroom Facilities = $20,000

Total Cost of Wildcat = $54,250

FIRE HALL
Lighting & Parking Zones
Lighting
Parking
Exterior Pedestrian Routes
Approach off Franklin
Avenue

Approach off Taylor Road

Concrete Walkway: Running
& Cross‐Slopes

Exterior Amenities & Street
Surface
Seating

Validate nighttime lighting.
No accessible spaces provided.

$250
Provide one accessible parking location.
$5,000
Total Lighting & Parking Zones = $5,750

Existing transition is not designed as a
formal accessible curb ramp. No tactile
warning surface indicator (TWSI) is
provided.
Existing transition is not designed as a
formal accessible curb ramp. No TWSI
is provided.
No connected pedestrian route
between entrance area and parking, as
well as site boundaries.

Re‐design and provide clearly accessible
route detail review. Design is required to
identify provision of a new public sidewalk.
Curb ramps and TWSI may also be required.

No accessible seating and rest areas.

Provide bench/rest area adjacent to
$5,000
proposed accessible parking.
Total Amenities & Street Surface = $5,000

$10,000
$10,000

$10,000

Upgrade of concrete surfaces is required as $25,000
well as providing accessible route to/from
main entrance to accessible parking.
Total Exterior Pedestrian Routes = $55,000
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Building Entrances =
Main Entrance

Entrance is not identified as accessible
through signage. Exterior & interior
vestibule doors (830mm) is at threshold
of non‐compliant. Exterior door vision
panel is too high and none is provided
on interior door. Exterior call button
and doorbell is too high.

Full upgrade to entrance (exterior and
interior vestibule) is required for
accessibility.

$30,000

Total Building Entrance = $30,000
Main Reception Area
Reception

No lowered section is provided
No assistive listening device is
identified for users with hearing lost.

Provide lower level counter & listening
device.

$10,000

Total Main Reception = $10,000
Stairs & Steps
Treads & Risers
Tactile Warning Systems

Elevators & Lifts

Open risers are a potential tripping
hazard.
None provided.

No elevator access is provided between
floors.

Install tread riser kick/toe plates and/or
upgrade with fully closed tread risers.
Install Tactile Walking Surface Indicator at
top landing.
Total Stairs & Steps =
Conduct feasibility study.
Elevator or lift.

Washroom Facilities
Entrance

Water closet / lavatory

Door is suitable.

‐
‐
‐

Paper dispenser is too high
No seat cover is provided for
support
Soap dispenser is too high

$7,500
$1,500
$9,000‐
$10,000

$200,000
Total Elevators = $210,000

Provide power door operator, accessible
wall mounted identification and
International Symbol of Accessibility (ISA).
Provide:
‐ Soap dispenser at correct height
‐ Security matting with bevelled edge
‐ Automatic hand dryer
‐ Auto flush sensor
Total Washrooms =

$3,500
$6,500
$5,000

$15,000
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Assembly Areas & Meeting
Rooms
Facility

No assistive listening device (ALD)
provided for in the facility.

Provide.

$2,500

Total Assembly & Meeting Rooms = $2,500
Kitchen / Dining Area
Doors

Office Environments

Limited door clear width, knob is not
accessible and visions panels are too
high.
Limited door clear width, knob is not
accessible and visions panels are too
high.

Upgrade of one of the entrances is required
for accessibility.

$10,000

Total Kitchen = $10,000
Upgrade of the door is required for
$10,000
accessibility.
Total Office Environments = $10,000
Total Cost of Fire Hall = $362,500

SWIMMING POOL
Site & Building Signage

Parking

No directional is provided to identify
location of accessible entrance.

Although two designated accessible
spaces are provided they do not meet
current standards. Users must go
behind parked cars and along drive
aisle to travel to accessible route that
leads to building.

Install signage.

$5,000

Validate illumination of lighting during
$250
night‐time.
Total Signage = $5,250
Reconfigure current parking spaces to
$5,000
incorporate a suitable access aisle.

Total Parking = $5,000
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Exterior Pedestrian Routes

No clearly separated public sidewalk
/route is provided from Franklin
Avenue linked to accessible parking and
entrance.
Asphalt and concrete surface transition
area is in disrepair.
Running slope is non‐compliant
exceeding 5% maximum.
No directional signage.

Ramps

Parts of the running slope of the
current ramp are non‐compliant.
Handrail grasping surface is too large
and extensions are not provided.
Existing handrails are mounted too low.

Stairs & Steps

Top of handrails are mounted too high.
No handrail extensions on either side of
the stairs.
No colour contrasted stair treads are
provided.
No Tactile Walking Surface Indicators
(TWSI) are provided.

Building Entrances

Power operated doors are not marked.

Main Reception Area &
Lobby

Lower coat hooks project more than
100mm with no cane detectable side
walls.

Coordinate re‐design and provision of
clearly separate/marked public accessible
route.

$10,000

Repair surfaces.

$1,000

Replace portions of concrete surfaces
and/or re‐grade surface sections to provide
running slope of 5% maximum.
Provide directional signage with ISA.
Total Exterior Pedestrian Routes =
Adjust steel gratings of ramp to provide
running slope of 8.33% maximum. Provide
new handrails with extensions (top and
bottom).

$5,000

$500
$16,500
$5,000

Total Ramps = $5,000
Provide new handrails with extensions.
$2,500

Upgrade stair nosings to provide 50mm
depth strips and required colour contrast.
Provide TWSI at the top landing and
extending the full length of stair tread.
Total Stairs & Steps =
Mark doors with ISA decals (both sides).
Total Building Entrances =

$750

Install cane detectable side walls at
lowered coat hooks.

$750

$1,500
$4,750
$150
$150

Total Main Reception Area = $750
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Doors & Doorways
Door Glazing

Power Door Operator

Glazing is not clearly marked to prevent
potential bumping hazards.

The PDO is too small and mounted on
door jamb. Door is not marked with
International Symbol of Accessibility
(ISA) decal.

Install colour contrasted strips (50mm wide
minimum) across full glazing, between 1350
to 1500mm high. Install additional strip at
lower level 850 – 1000 mm).
Mark doors with ISA decals. Provide new
PDO on the interior side. 150mm diameter
with ISA Decals.

$1,500

$800

Total Doors & Doorways = $2,300
Washroom Facilities
Main Entrance

Interior Floor Space

Facility

Exterior Lighting

Door is difficult to open due to force
required (e.g. exceeds 5 pounds of
force) No wall/floor space clearance is
provided. No power door operator is
provided. Knob door hardware is not
accessible.

Provide new PDO with large PDO controls
mounted (interior and exterior) 600mm to
1500 mm clear of any inside corner or door
swing. Mark door with ISA decals.

$3,500

No clear turning circle of 1500mm is
provided inside. Also, the centerline of
toilet is too far from side wall at
572mm. Toilet paper dispenser is
mounted too high and too far from
front edge of toilet seat. Angled grab
bar is not preferred and light switch is
mounted too high.
No complaint accessible washroom,
change room or shower facilities are
provided.

Provide occupancy centered or lower light
switch. Replace toilet to provide flush
handle on transfer side or automatic flush
control. Relocate toilet to provide
centerline of 460‐480mm from the wall.
Replace side grab bar with an L‐shaped
grab bar.

$5,000

Detailed design and review is required.

$30,000

Total Washroom Facilities = $38,500
Review of nighttime lighting needs to be
$350
conducted.
Total Exterior Lighting = $350
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Interior Signage

Public Amenities
Drinking Fountain

Pools/Spas & Splash Pads
Entry & Exit Points

Dressing & Change Rooms
Locker’s and Benches

Stall, Lavatory & Urinals

Shower

No accessible identified signage is
provided.

Implement interior signage upgrades
$2,500
according to requirements of current
Accessibility Design Guidelines/Standards
and best practices.
Total Interior Signage = $2,500

Current fountain is temporarily. No
signage obstructed.

Provide overhead signage and remove
$500
obstructions.
Total Public Amenities = $500

Some steps have partial colour
contrasted nosings that don’t typically
extend full width of stairs.

Provide colour contrasted and non‐slip
$3,000
tread nosings on all steps consistently,
extending full width of steps.
Total Pools, Spas = $3,000

No accessible lockers are provided and
bench seating surfaces are too low at
375mm.

Provide public accommodation upon
request including assistance with adapting
an existing locker & bench seat for
accessibility if required.
Adjust door self‐closing hinges and install
new or adjust toilet paper dispenser at
complaint height of 600mm maximum.

Toilet stall dimensions are very limited
and non‐compliant at 1448mmepth
and 1439mm width. No clear turning
radius of 1500mm is provided. Transfer
space at side of toilet is also non‐
compliant. Angled grab bar at side of
toilet is not preferred and coat hook is
too high.
Lavatory – Knee spaces non‐compliant.
No showers with accessible
controls/seating are identified.

$3,000

$6,000

Lavatory – adjust knee space clearances.

Provide at 1 accessible handheld shower
$3,000
control system and related amenities,
including shower seat and/or wheelchair.
Total Dressing & Change Rooms = $12,000

Total Cost of Swimming Pool = $96,550
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YK COMMUNITY
ARENA
Site & Building Signage

No directional signage is provided to
identify location of entrance.
Lighting.

Parking & Passenger
Loading Zones

Exterior Pedestrian Routes

Exterior Amenities & Street
Furniture
Building Entrances
Main Entrance

Two accessible parking spaces were
identified however they are located too
far from main entrance. Adjacent
pavement is also in disrepair.

No clearly separated sidewalk/route is
provided from Franklin Avenue linked
to potential accessible parking spaces.
A sloped route is provided to main
entrance with running slope exceeding
5% in some areas. No TWSI’s are
marked.

No exterior seating and rest areas are
identified.

Clear width of door (830mm) is suitable
however both sets of double doors are
reduced to 760‐780 mm at panic push
bar. Lower edge of door glazing is too
high for users of wheeled mobility aids.

Provide identification/directional signage to
guide users to location of accessible
entrance from accessible parking area.
Review of exterior lighting during nighttime
is required.
Total Site & Building Signage =
Reconfigure parking lot to incorporate at
least three accessible parking spaces with
shared access aisles in between spaces.
These spaces to be provided as close as
possible to main entrance.
Total Parking & Passenger Loading Zones =
Detailed review and design is required to
identify provision of a new public sidewalk.
Curb ramps and TWSI’s are also required.
Patch, repair and replace sections of
concrete surfaces and/or consider full
replacement of pedestrian route, clearly
separated from adjacent drive aisle with
curbing, a running slope of 5% or less.
Provide TWSI’s.
Total Exterior Routes =
Provide two (2) accessible benches/rest
areas.
Total Exterior Amenities & Street Furniture

$5,000

Upgrade double door system to a single
door leaf (both exterior & interior vestibule
doors) in order to get an 860mm clear door
width and a suitable vision panel. Provide
power door operator control push pads.

$20,000

$250
$5,250
$5,000

$5,000
$5,000

$15,000

$20,000
$5,000
$5,000
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The power door operator is too small
and not mounted properly.

Consider option of having both doors
opening at same time when PDO controls
are activated. Provide larger PDO push pad
with ISA decal.
Total Building Entrances = $20,000

Push button controls are too small,
accessible glazing is too high and no ISA
signage is provided.

Install lowered accessible glazing on doors
with bottom edge mounted at 900mm
maximum. Provide ISA decal on accessible
door swing (both sides).
Install lever door hardware and accessible
glazing on bottom edge mounted at
900mm maximum.
Total Door & Doorways =

$2,500
$6,000

Handrails are mounted too high and
grasping dimension is oversized.
Extensions are not provided at the top
or bottom of stairs.

Provide new handrails at 860 – 920mm
high. Ensure suitable grasping dimension to
30 – 40 meters.

$5,000

Tread Nosings

No colour contrasted nosings are
provided.

$1,500

Tactile Warning Indicators

None provided on top landing.

Upgrade stair nosings with colour
contrasted slip resistant nosings (50mm in
depth) extending full width of each tread).
Install TWSI’S.
Total Stairs & Steps =
Conduct feasibility study for entire facility
including elevator access
Consider installation of a full size elevator
or accessible lift to provide access to lower
level.
Total Elevators =
Detail review and design is required to
address all accessibility requirements.

$5,000

Doors & Doorways
Circulation Doorways

Entrance Door (central
stairs)

Stairs & Steps
Handrail

Thumb latch type of hardware is not
accessible. Lower edge of glazing is too
high.

Elevators
No elevator is provided.

Washroom Facilities
Universal Washroom

None provided.

$2,250

$10,750

$1,500
$8,000
$10,000
$200,000

$210,000
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Exterior Lighting

Interior Signage

Public Amenities – Drinking
Fountains, ATM Machines

Assembly Areas

Kitchens, Cafeteria’s

Office Environments

Nighttime levels.

Signage is dated and no overhead
signage is provided for key amenities
(Washrooms etc.).

Water fountain is not accessible. The
vending machines and ATN’s are
mounted too high and are not
accessible.
None provided in facility.

No accessible counter.

Office door – knob door hardware is
not accessible.

Provide one (1) universal washroom (single
occupancy) with fully accessible amenities.
Total Washrooms =
Formal review of exterior lighting at night is
required.
Total Exterior Lighting =
Implement interior signage upgrades
according to requirements of current
Accessibility Design Guidelines/standards
and best practices.
Total Interior Signage =
Provide at least one accessible fountain in
the facility as well consider providing
vending machines with accessibility
features.
Total Public Amenities =
Provide a portable assistive listening device
and/or hearing loop system. Provide
required identification signage.
Total Assembly Areas =
Upgrade counter to provide a lowered
accessible service counter (on both public
and staff sides).
Total Kitchen’s =

$30,000

Provide lever door hardware.

$500

$35,000
$350
$350
$5,000

$5,000
$3,500

$3,500
$5,000

$5,000
$3,500

$3,500

Total Office Environments = $500
Arena Facilities
Ice Rink – Gates, floors

No accessible gate to ice surface.
Sloped route to ice surface is non‐
compliant with temporary wooden
ramp.

Power door operator is required at existing
doors. Upgrade of doors is required with at
least one accessible door leaf.

$25,000
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Assembly viewing

Dressing & Change Rooms

No designated accessible
viewing/seating areas for users of
mobility aids are identified. No lower
rails are present.
Display cabinet extends more than
100mm from wall with base too high
for cane detection at 780 mm.

No accessible washrooms provided.
The current washrooms are too small
and do not meet requirements.

Sloped surface of corridor to be 5% max
with level access/thresholds to ice surface
on both sides of gates.
Conduct detailed review and design to
determine suitable location for at least one
accessible viewing area.
Install wings or other features(s) at sides of
display cabinet for cane detection with
lower edge at 680 mm maximum when
approaching from either side.
Total Arena Facilities =
Combine both washrooms into a universal
washroom (single occupancy) and dressing
room with shower facilities. Include new
entrance door and full accessibility
upgrades.
Total Dressing & Change Rooms =

$5,000

$750

$30,750
$30,000

$30,000

Total Cost of YK Community Arena = $397,600

Multiplex
Parking & Loading Zones

Three signs for 4 parking zones.

Parking stall users must travel behind
parked vehicles to reach main sidewalk
entrance.

Add an additional sign and reposition
$500
existing signs to that they help identify
stalls in the winter.
Reconfigure the accessible parking area so
$20,000
that accessible aisles are established to
allow users to pass in front of parking
spaces and not behind them.
Total Parking & Loading Zones = $20,500
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Exterior Pedestrian Routes

No crossover routes are identified on
sidewalks.

Exterior Amenities and
Street Furniture

There are no benches available where a
person who tires easily could stop if
arriving from far end of parking lot.

Main Reception Area and
Lobby

Receptionist Desk is too high.

Display Boards

Most of the display boards are
mounted 300mm above the
recommended maximum height of
1100mm. Information on boards is
located far above the height where it
would be legible for users of wheelchair
mobility.
Tables in lobby have fixed seating with
no provision for wheelchairs. No
seating available with backrest or arm
rests.

Lobby Furniture

Add pavement markings and raised or
$50,000
textured pavement to provide safe
pedestrian crossover routes.
Total Exterior Pedestrian Routes = $50,000
Provide suitable benches along pedestrian
$20,000
access sidewalk and outside of building.
Total Exterior Amenities & Street Furniture $20,000
=
Provide reception counter to provide
$25,000
accessible counter and window dimensions,
and an assistive listening device.
Lower all bulletin boards to an accessible
$1,800
height on 1100mm. Prepare a guideline for
posters.

As furniture is upgraded over time provide
accessible seating and table options In
short term provide one new table that
provides a range of seating options.
Total Main Reception & Lobby =

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500

All doors should be equipped with
automatic openers. Also, install railings
where automatic door openers are
installed. A detailed design of some doors
maybe required.
Replace or modify all interior doors with
vision panels.

$75,000

$31,300

Interior Doors & Doorways
Entrance doors to various facilities
within the Multiplex are via doors with
lever handles and with no automatic
opening or hold open devices.
Vision Panels

Vision panels are set too high for users
of seated mobility aids (760mm
recommended from floor level).

$10,000

Total Interior Doors & Doorways = $85,000
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Interior Stairs & Steps
Tactile Strip
Handrails

Elevators & Lifts
Elevator location
Call button

Washroom Facilities
Counters

Mirrors
Paper Towel Dispenser
Barrier free stall ‐

Interior Lighting

No tactile transition strip provided at
top of stairs.
Grasping mechanism is 50mm (30mm
to 43mm is recommended).

Add tactile strip.

$6,000

When handrails are replace have them
$16,000
designed to be replaced by recommended
grasping dimension and include tactile
cues.
Total Interior Stairs & Steps =

Elevator location is not apparent from
entrance or reception counter.
No elevator signs including tactile
indicators mounted at accessible
height.

Add a pictograph sign to indicate elevator
$1,000
location.
Signs with large letters and numbers and
$1,000
tactile elements should be added on both
sides of the elevator door.
Total Elevators & Lifts = $2,000

Counter height is at 800mm compared
to the recommended height of
6895mm for more than 2 sinks.
None are tilted.

Install new countertops when washrooms
are renovated.

$20,000

Replace one of the mirrors in each
washroom with a tilted mirror.
Install new ones.

$1,500

To be done during washroom renovations.

$20,000

Are set ta 1500mm above floor which is
500 mm above standard.
Need to go from 1500 mm x 1500mm
stall to a 1700 x 1800mm stall.
Lighting in PSAV Room is user
controlled.

$22,000

$1,000

Total Washroom Facilities = $42,500
Replace with illuminated push button type
$2,000
(rocker type with switches set at 1 200 mm
from floor level).
Total Interior Lighting = $2,000
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Interior Signage and
Wayfinding

Room recreation sign and identification
indicators are inconsistent.

From inside the various facilities the
exit signs are not current with green
pictographs).
No signage indicating location of
elevator from main entrance is visible.
Emergency Systems

Evacuation procedures showing
building layout at are posted
throughout the building but at 1700
mm. Floor plans and font sizes are too
small. Evacuation routes are not
identified on plans.
Automated external defibrillator
cabinets are installed at 1600 mm from
floor and partially hidden.

Assembly Areas, Activity
Rooms & Meeting Areas

No assistive listening devices installed
in the meeting room.

Kitchens, Cafeterias &
Dining Areas

All counters in the concession area are
1 m from the floor and non‐accessible
to users in a seated position.
No power assisted device is provided.

Sport/Recreation Areas

Viewing windows on the 2nd level of the
facility are at 1090 mm.

Provide an accessible building
orientation/directional map should be
provided in the lobby near the entrance.
Should be mounted at a maximum height
of 1200 mm on the opening side of the
doors to all major user spaces.
Replace exit signs with contemporary
pictograph signs throughout the building.

$25,000

$10,000

Total Interior & Wayfinding = $35,000
Update evacuation plans with routes and
$8,000
post at 1000 mm.

Relocate/re‐install AED cabinets to
accessible height of 1200 mm.

$2,000

Total Emergency Systems = $10,000
Provide a portable assistive device, or a
$2,500
hearing loop system that is available upon
request.
Total Assembly Areas = $2,500
Provide an accessible counter top at 850
mm.

$30,000

Provide a power assisted device.
$7,500
Total Kitchens, Cafeterias = $37,500
Replace viewing windows to provide
$15,000
accessible viewing from upper lobby areas.
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Access to boxes for players,
timekeepers, referees etc. is limited to
600 mm width and gate opening
(minimum 1200 mm recommended)
and gate opening is only 520 mm and
(910 mm recommended).
Fixed benches are installed in the
boxes. A small sill creates a small
obstacle for accessing the ice surface
from the player’s box.
Dressing and Change Rooms

Doors to change rooms in ice
rink/arena areas are not identified as
barrier free doors.
Benches and clothes hooks in change
rooms are mounted 1600 mm from the
floor.
In arena change rooms the group
showers stalls have sills that must be
stepped over and no private shower
area is where assistance could be
provided by someone of another
gender.
In the gym shower changing ‐ rooms
clothes hooks are set too high at 1500
mm form the floor.

Major renovations would be required to
provide accessible access from perimeter
corridor. Alternate access points for ice
users should be identified and
modifications to boxes made.

$16,000

Replace some fixed benches in boxes with a
moveable type to allow for sledges.

$6,000

Total Sport/Recreation Areas =
When changes are made to make the
change rooms more accessible change the
signs.
Add lowers clothes hooks (along at least
one wall) at the recommended height of
600 mm from the floor.
When building undergoes major
renovations redesign at least one arena
change room to provide a self‐contained
change/shower are.

$37,000
$3,000

$3,000

$25,000

Lowers clothes hooks.
Total Cost of Multiplex = $429,300
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Fieldhouse
Site and Building Signage

Parking and Passenger
Loading Zones

Exterior Pedestrian Routes

The glazed information on the main
entrance glassed doors is difficult to
read due to the lack of contrast and
glare.
No accessible aisle is incorporated into
the accessible parking area and the
path of travel requires people to pass
behind other vehicles.
Crossover areas are not marked (where
pedestrians need to cross vehicle travel
routes in the parking areas).

Exterior Amenities & Street
Furniture

There are no benches where a person
who tires easily could stop if arriving
from far end of parking lot.

Main Reception Areas &
Lobbies

The reception counter is at 1080 mm
from floor level (maximum 865 mm
recommended) with no knee space
available (minimum 630 mm
recommended).
Information signs are located high for
accessible heights. Signs should be at
1100 mm from floor height.

Interior Doors & Doorways

Interior Stairs & Steps

Replace information on the doors with
lettering meeting accessible design
standards.

$1,200

Total Site & Building Signage = $1,200
Reconfigure accessible parking area to
$25,000
provide accessible aisles that allow users to
pass in front of parking spaces.
Add pavement markings and raised or
$15,000
textured pavement to provide safe
pedestrian crossover routes.
Total exterior Pedestrian Routes = $40,000
Provide benches along pedestrian routes
$3,000
access sidewalk and outside of building.
Total Exterior Amenities & Street Furniture $44,200
The reception area should be modified or
$7,000
replaced to provide accessible public
counter.

Re‐locate all signs to accessible heights.

Total Main reception Areas & Lobbies =
The card swipe to the walking track is
Lower door swipe to 1000 mm from floor
set at 1200 mm from floor level and has and provide a power assist door opener.
no power assisted door opener.
Total Interior Doors & Doorways =
No tactile strip provided at top of stairs. Install a tactile strip.
Total Interior Stairs & Steps =

$1,500

$8,500
$10,000

$10,000
$1,500
$1,500
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Elevators

No elevator signs including tactile
indicators are mounted at accessible
height.

Washroom Facilities

Paper towel dispensers are mounted at
13360 mm from floor level. Maximum
recommended height is 1000 mm.
Washrooms in children’s play area are
not accessible but there is adequate
space to provide accessible features.

Interior Signage

Room identification signs are
inconsistent and have limited
accessible features.

Walking track has no accessible
signage.

Emergency Systems

The evacuation plan in the lobby is set
at 1570 mm and is partially covered.
Automated external defibrillator
cabinets are installed at 1350 mm from
floor and partially hidden.

Sings with large letters and numbers and
$800
tactile elements should be added on both
sides of elevator door opening.
Total Elevators = $800
Relocate paper towel dispensers.
$1,200

Add grab bars, lower wall mounted
accessories, and provide tilted mirrors.

$20,000

Total Washroom Facilities = $21,200
An accessible building
$25,000
orientation/directional map should be
provided in the lobby near the entrance.
Room identification signs should be added
and wall mounted at a maximum height of
1200 mm on the opening side of the doors
to all major use spaces.
Signs will need to be designed to include
accessible features and symbols.
Provide a new sign with accessible features
that can be posted on window or adjacent
wall.
Total Interior Signage =
New evacuation plans and procedures
should be posted at accessible heights
throughout the complex.
Relocate/re‐install AED cabinets to
accessible height of 1200 mm.

$2,000

$27,000
$4,000

$2,000

Total Emergency procedures = $6,000
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Assembly Areas, Activity
Rooms & Meeting Areas

Three tables in playroom have fixed
seating with no provision for
wheelchairs. No seating available with
backrest or arm rests.

Concession Area

Two tables in playroom have fixed
seating with no provision for
wheelchairs. No seating available with
backrest or arm rests.

Sport/Recreation Areas

Spectator viewing area has low level
bleacher seating with no areas
designated for wheelchair use.

Dressing/Change Rooms

Clothing hooks are set at 1500 mm to
1600 mm above floor level.

Provide accessible seating and table
options.

$1,500
$3,000

Total Assembly Areas = $4,500
Provide accessible seating and table
$1,500
options.
$1,500

Total Concession Area =
Revise locations of moveable items to
provide at least two wheelchair locations.
Provide one new table that provides a
range of seating options.
Total Sport/Recreation Areas =

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500

$3,000

All lower level clothing hooks or replace
$1,600
existing ones.
Total Dressing/Change Rooms $1,600

Total Cost of Fieldhouse = $131,300
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Playgrounds, Sports Courts, Sports Fields, Trails Accessibility Audit
1 Introduction
SPH Planning and Consulting Limited (SPH) and Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) were retained by the City of Yellowknife in June 2017 to
conduct facility and recreation infrastructure accessibility audits. The goal of the project is to comprehensively identify existing barriers faced by
persons with disabilities, based on accessibility best practices, to help the City effectively plan for their removal and prevention.
The ultimate goal of the City is to provide more inclusive buildings, and outdoor recreation infrastructure.
This Draft Report summarizes our findings for the playgrounds, sports courts, sports fields, and trails selected by the City for the audit.

1.1 Recreation Infrastructure Locations
Recreation infrastructure accessibility audits were conducted at 17 playgrounds, 9 sports courts, 6 sports fields, and 4 trails located as shown in
the legend below, and on the map on the following page.
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1.2 Audit Methodology
Following best practices for each of the four different types of recreation infrastructure, audit checklists were developed to guide site audits.
Auditors evaluated accessibility features based on visual observations. Site visits were conducted in July 2017, with observation notes and
photographs collected for each site. The results were then compiled and organized to identify trends and barriers. Budget estimates were then
developed for each site, and for common barrier removal actions. Summer conditions were the prime focus of this audit. Although trails may be
used in other seasons, the other types of recreation infrastructure audited are not typically intended for winter or nighttime use.

1.3 Report Organization
Audit findings for each individual site are provided in Appendix A.
An overview and general comments about each type of facility follow including: descriptions of key features (desirable conditions); observations
and descriptions of common barriers encountered; and a summary of recommendations for barrier removal actions.
Section 2: Playgrounds
Section 3: Sports Courts
Section 4: Sports Fields
Section 5: Trails
Section 6 of the report discusses budgets and priority considerations. A summary of budget estimates to complete all of the recommended
barrier removal actions is presented in Appendix B.

2 Playgrounds
Playgrounds are installed and maintained by the City in locations throughout the city. These facilities are generally intended to provide children
of ages 2 to 12 with opportunities for physical activity and socialization. Playgrounds also provide important opportunities for parents and
caregivers to meet and socialize. This audit included a review of seventeen (17) playgrounds (see map in 1.1). While residents may use any of the
playgrounds, they are typically associated either with a centrally located general access public park or recreation facility, or a specific
neighbourhood. Playgrounds located at schools were not included in this audit. Detailed audit findings for each playground can be found in
Appendix A.
ID
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Somba K'e
Josephine Walcer
Otto Drive
School Draw
Doornbos

Classification
Central (Somba K’e Plaza)
Neighbourhood (Old Town)
Neighbourhood (Old Town)
Neighbourhood (School Draw)
Neighbourhood (Downtown)

Date of most recent upgrades
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Moyle Drive
Stirling Tot Lot
Borealis Co‐op
Parker Field
Magrum Crescent
Demelt Crescent
Forrest Drive
Lamoureux
McNiven
Olexin
Con Mine
Grace Lake North

Neighbourhood (Niven Lake)
Neighbourhood (Niven Lake)
Neighbourhood (Frame Lake South)
Neighbourhood (Range Lake)
Neighbourhood (Range Lake North)
Neighbourhood (Frame Lake South)
Neighbourhood (Forrest Drive)
Neighbourhood (Frame Lake South)
Central (McNiven Beach)
Neighbourhood (Range Lake)
Neighbourhood (Con Road)
Neighbourhood (Grace Lake)

Glossary
Play space or Play Area – These are defined areas within a park where play equipment typically comprised of ground‐level and/or
elevated play components are located.
Play Component – The Canadian Standards Association’s “Children’s Playspaces and Equipment CSA Z614‐07, Annex H” defines a play
component as “an element intended to generate specific opportunities for play, socialization, or learning. Play components may be
manufactured or natural and may be stand‐ alone or part of a composite play structure.” Play components come in various sizes and
shapes, and range from slides and see‐saws, to tic‐tac‐toe boards and play houses.
Play Structure – ground‐level and elevated play components can be combined together into a play structure. Play structures typically
consist of steps, platforms, slides, climbing bars and other components.
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2.1 Key Features
A number of common elements make up a playground. Key features that will help to make elements more inclusive are summarized below:
Playground
Elements
Parking

Key features
Parking stalls and passenger loading zones should be available as
close as possible to play spaces.
Each stall should be identified with sign and pavement markings, and a
curb cut and ramp provided.

Routes

A continuous accessible path should lead from public sidewalks and
accessible parking stalls to entry/exit points to the play space. All routes
should have a stable, firm surface to facilitate use of mobility devices, with
slopes and cross slopes minimized.
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Entry/ Exit
Points

Entries into playground areas and to play spaces need to be considered.
The width of any openings in fences must be adequate to allow the
passage of mobility aids (minimum 1.2 m clear width recommended).
Where there is a change in level at the threshold of the play space, ramps
should be in place. Entrance and exit points should be clearly visible from
the route to the playground, and from within the playground area.

Ground Surface

Playground surfaces need to be both soft and flexible for safety, and yet
smooth and durable enough to allow the use of mobility aids. Different
surfaces that can be used in playground areas have advantages and
disadvantages, and combinations of surfaces may need to be considered in
different areas of the playground. Sand is not a suitable surface.
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Play Structures

Play structures can include both elevated and
ground‐level components:
· elevated play components can be reached from above or
below grade
· ground‐level play components are approached and exited at
ground level
At least 50% of elevated play components at a playground site should be
located on an accessible route and connected by a ramp or transfer
system with adequate space for approach and turning. Where an
elevated play component is not accessible, accessible ground‐ level
components should be available to provide a similar experience. Other
characteristics of accessible play structures include: colour contrast
between different components and sensory components (sound,
textures).
All components should meet Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
standards: “Children’s Playspaces and Equipment Standard (CAN / CSA‐
Z614), 2007”, “Annex H: Children’s playspaces and equipment that are
accessible to persons with disabilities.”

Signs

There should be a sign identifying the playground by name, and
information about accessible elements provided.
Large print should be used, and high colour contrast (e.g., at least 70%)
should be provided between characters and background.

Lighting

Playgrounds are typically intended for use during daylight hours only.
Exterior lighting is generally not required for accessibility, but could be
considered as part of a recreation facility maintenance plan.
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Benches

Benches provide a resting place for those who may have limited mobility
(e.g., standing and walking) for extended periods, which can include
parents or caregivers accompanying children to playgrounds. Benches
should be placed close to the play spaces, adjacent to an accessible route
and on a firm and level area with space for transfer for users of mobility
aids. Bench back support and arm rests should be provided to facilitate
sitting and rising for individuals with limited mobility or stamina.

2.2 Observations and Barrier Identification
A number of common observations were made and barriers identified at all of the playgrounds audited.
Detailed findings for individual sites are included in Appendix A, and common findings summarized below:
Playground
Elements
Parking

Observations and Barriers
While parking lots or on‐street parking can often be found close to
playgrounds, there are generally no designated accessible parking stalls with
pavement markings or signs.
Photo: On street parking on Con Road near Con Mine Playground).
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Routes

Routes leading from public roadways or sidewalks to playgrounds are often
roughly graded natural surfaces. In most cases routes were found to lead to
the general playground area, but connections to play spaces or benches were
lacking.
Photo: route to Demelt Crescent playground

Entry/ Exit
Points

Where fencing surrounds playground areas, clearances at gates and openings
were often inadequate.
Ramps are not provided at the threshold of most play spaces.

Ground
Surface

Sand is used for ground cover at all of the playgrounds audited. In some
locations local vegetation is moving into sand areas.
Photo: McNiven Playground

Play
Structures

Elevated play structure components are installed at most playgrounds with no
ramps or transfer devices. Few play structures incorporate ground level
components, colour contrasted components or sensory components.
Photo: Olexin Playground
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Signs

Signs at most playgrounds are limited to equipment manufacturer signs, and
regulatory signs. No information about the level of accessibility is provided.
Photo: Josephine Walcer Playground

Lighting

No barriers identified

Benches

Benches at most playgrounds are do not have arm rests, and most do not
have back rests. They are also commonly installed on concrete pads that are
not connected to accessible routes.
Photo: Josephine Walcer Playground

2.3 Barrier Removal Actions
Removing the identified barriers at each location will involve modifying some existing conditions, and replacing other elements. Similar barrier
removal actions were identified for most of the playgrounds audited.
Playground
Elements
Parking
Routes

Barrier removal actions
Designate one or more barrier free parking stall adjacent to playgrounds (either on‐street or parking lots).
Provide durable surfaces (paving or compacted fine granular) on all routes leading to playgrounds including
connections to play spaces and benches.
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Entry/ Exit Points

Modify gates and fence openings to provide minimum clearances. Install ramps at thresholds of play spaces
wherever there is a level change between the routes and play space surface.

Ground Surface

Replace sand in play spaces with an acceptable surface material (see Key Feature recommendations).

Play Structures

Accessible ground level and above ground components, ramps and transfer systems need to be added at most
playground sites. In some cases existing play structures should be replaced, while at other sites it may be
possible to add components to existing play structures. The addition of more sensory components (sound,
textures) should also be considered.

Signs

Playground identification signs should be added where none exist. Information about accessible features
should be provided either on a separate sign, or incorporated with park identification signs.

Lighting

No recommended actions.

Benches

Replace existing or install at least one new bench with back support and arm rests at all playgrounds.

3 Sports Courts
Tennis, basketball and volleyball courts are installed and maintained by the City in several locations in the city. These courts allow for organized
and informal or casual play, and also provide opportunities for spectators. This audit included a review of nine (9) sports courts (see map in 1.1).
All courts are intended for general public use. Sports courts located at schools were not included in this audit.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name
McNiven
Somba K’e
Reservoir
School Draw
Forrest Drive
Latham Island
Fritz Theil
Somba K’e
Jeske Crescent

Sport
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball

Date of most recent upgrades
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3.1 Key Features
A number of common elements make up a sports court. Key features that will help to make elements more inclusive are summarized below:
Sports Court Elements
Parking

Key features
Parking stalls and passenger loading zones should be available as close as possible to sports courts.
Each stall should be identified with sign and pavement markings, and a curb cut and ramp provided.

Routes

A continuous accessible path should lead from public sidewalks and accessible parking stalls to entry/exit
points to the sports court and spectator areas. All routes should have a stable, firm surface to facilitate use of
mobility devices, with slopes and cross slopes minimized.

Entry/ Exit Points

Entrance and exit points should be clearly visible from parking and spectator areas. Where there is a change
in level ramps, curb ramps and level thresholds should be in place. The width of any openings (gates in fences)
must be adequate to allow the passage of mobility aids including wheelchairs (minimum 1.2 m clear width).

Ground Surface

Sport court surfaces need to be suited to the specific sport, while allowing for the use of mobility aids.
Different surfaces that can be used in sport courts have advantages and disadvantages, and combinations of
surfaces may need to be considered.

Sports Equipment

Nets and hoops should be adjustable to allow for setting at different heights.

Signs

At least one sign identifying the court by name should be provided, along with an indication of accessible
elements provided.
High colour contrast (e.g., at least 70%) should be provided between characters and background.

Lighting

Sports courts are typically intended for use during daylight hours which can extend into the evening in
Yellowknife summers. Exterior lighting could be considered where activities will regularly take place after
dusk.
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Benches and Spectator Benches provide a resting place for those who may have limited mobility (e.g., standing and walking) for
Seating
extended periods, and who wish to observe activities. Benches should be placed along routes and in
spectator areas (behind protective fencing). Benches should be on a firm and level area with space for
transfer and turning, and a space provided for users of mobility aids. Bench back support and arm rests
should be provided to facilitate sitting and rising for individuals with limited mobility or stamina.
Raised spectator seating can improve viewing of tennis, basketball and volleyball. Where raised seating is
provided, a ramp should be included so that accessible seating can be integrated.

3.2 Observations and Barrier Identification
Observations of general findings and common barriers found at the sports courts audited follow.
Detailed findings for individual sites are included in Appendix A.

Sport Court Elements
Parking

Observations and barriers identified
While parking lots or on‐street parking can often be found close to
sports courts, there is generally no designated barrier‐ free parking
stalls identified.
Photo: Street parking by Jeske Crescent basketball court

Routes

Routes between parking areas or public sidewalks typically do not
provide a firm level travel surface to the sports court or benches.

Entry/ Exit Points

Where fencing surrounds sports courts, gates were found that did not
provide adequate clearances, or thresholds were not level or continuous.
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Ground Surface

Most sports courts reviewed were adequately surfaced, although some
cracking or settling was observed.
Photo: Sombe K’e Tennis Courts

Sports Equipment

Nets or other fixed equipment at most sports courts cannot be adjusted
to allow for different heights or configurations to allow for more
inclusive sports activities.
Photo: Basketball nets at Forrest Drive court

Signs
Lighting

Signs at sports courts typically include identification and regulatory signs
(i.e. no dogs). No information about the level of accessibility is provided.
Lighting is sometimes provided at sports courts. This audit considered
summer activities that take place in summer months during daylight
hours. Lighting may be useful where courts are converted to skating rinks
for winter use.
Photo: Streetlights at Forrest Drive Basketball court
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Benches and Spectator
Seating

Benches are provided at some of the sports courts; however, they are
located off of durable routes, making them less accessible. Benches
sometimes have backrests, but most do not have armrests.
Photo: Spectator bench at Sombe K’e Volleyball court

3.3 Barrier Removal Actions
Removing the identified barriers at each location will involve modifying some existing conditions, and replacing other elements.

Sport Court Elements
Parking

Recommended actions
Designate one or more barrier free parking stall adjacent to all sports courts. (on‐street or parking lots).

Routes

Provide durable surfaces (paving or compacted fine granular) on all routes leading to sports courts, and in
particular providing connections to benches or other spectator facilities.

Entry/ Exit Points

Where sports courts are located within a larger fenced playground area, gates or fence openings that do
not provide adequate clearances need to be modified. Where there is a level change between the route
and the ground surface of the sports court, ramps should be added at the threshold.

Ground Surface

Generally paved sports court surfaces observed provided smooth level surfaces, but some maintenance is
required. The ground surface at the two sand volleyball courts should be replaced.

Sports Equipment

Install adjustable height nets.

Signs

Site identification signs with information about accessible features are needed at most sport court sites.

Lighting

No recommended actions.

Benches and Spectator
Seating

Replace existing or install at least one new bench with back support and arm rests at all sports courts.
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4 Sports Fields
Baseball and soccer fields are installed and maintained by the City in several locations in the city. These fields allow for organized team sports
and informal play, and also provide opportunities for spectators.
This audit included a review of six (6) sports fields (see map in 1.1). All fields are available for general public use, although some are small and
local. Sports fields located at two schools were included in this audit.
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Ecole St. Joseph
Sir John Franklin
Parker
Fritz Theil
Tommy Forrest
Latham Island

Sport
Soccer/general sports
Soccer/general sports
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Soccer/general sports

Date of most recent upgrades

4.1 Key Features
A number of common elements make up a sports field facility. Key features that will help to make elements more inclusive are summarized
below:

Sports Field Elements
Parking

Key features
Parking stalls and passenger loading zones should be available as close as possible to sports fields.
Each stall should be identified with sign and pavement markings, and a curb cut and ramp provided.

Routes

A continuous accessible path should lead from public sidewalks and accessible parking stalls to entry/exit
points to the sports field and spectator areas. All routes should have a stable, firm surface with a minimum
width of 1.5 m to facilitate use of mobility devices, with slopes and cross slopes minimized.
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Entry/ Exit Points

Entrance and exit points should be clearly visible from the parking and spectator areas. Where there is a
change in level ramps, curb ramps and level thresholds should be in place. The width of any openings (gates
in fences) must be adequate to allow the passage of mobility aids including wheelchairs (minimum 1.2 m
clear width recommended).

Ground Surface

Sport field surfaces need to be suited to the specific sport, while allowing for the use of mobility aids.
Different surfaces that can be used for sports fields have advantages and disadvantages, and combinations
of surfaces may need to be considered.

Sports Equipment

Nets and hoops should be adjustable to allow for setting at different heights.

Signs

At least one sign identifying the field by name should be provided, along with an indication of accessible
elements provided.
High colour contrast (e.g., at least 70%) should be provided between characters and background.

Lighting
Benches and Spectator
Seating

Sports fields are typically intended for use during daylight hours which can extend into the evening in
Yellowknife summers.
Benches provide a resting place for those who may have limited mobility
(e.g., standing and walking) for extended periods, and who wish to observe activities. Benches should be
located in spectator areas (behind protective fencing) and placed on a firm and level area with space for
transfer and turning. Bench back support and arm rests should be provided to facilitate sitting and rising
for individuals with limited mobility or stamina.
Raised spectator seating can improve viewing of sports fields. Where raised seating is provided, a
ramp should be included to allow access by those using mobility devices.

Washrooms

Accessible washrooms should be available within a reasonable distance of sports fields.
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4.2 Observations and Barrier Identification
Observations of general findings and common barriers found at the sports fields audited follow.
Detailed findings for individual sites are included in Appendix A.
No accessibility features were found to be incorporated at any of the playground sites audited.
Sports Field Elements
Parking

Observations and barriers identified
While parking lots and on‐street parking can be found close to all sports
fields, there are generally no designated barrier‐free parking stalls
identified.
Photo: Parker Park parking lot

Routes

Routes in sports fields and to spectator benches are typically not
provided with durable surfaces. In some cases a perimeter route is
available, but the finished surface limits accessibility.
Photo: Sir John Franklin Field

Entry/ Exit Points

Entry points to spectator areas generally do not provide a level transition
from parking areas to spectator areas. Entry points to athlete facilities
have typically not considered barrier free access.
Photo: Entryway to the player’s bench at Tommy Forrest Baseball
Diamond
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Ground Surface

Grass surfaces are typical at seasonal sports fields.
Photo: Field at Ecole St. Joseph

Amenities and
Equipment

Public washroom facilities, concessions or picnic areas are available at
most sports fields, but have not been design for accessibility.
Photo: Fritz Theil Park washrooms

Signs

Where there are signs at sports fields they are limited to identification or
regulatory signs. No information about the level of accessibility is
provided.
Photo: Information sign at Fritz Theil Park
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Lighting

Overhead lighting is available at some sports fields, but is generally not
required during summer season.
Photo: Sir John Franklin field

Benches and Spectator
Seating

Spectator seating at all sports fields does not include provisions for people
using mobility devices.
Photo: bleachers at Tommy Forrest Baseball Diamond

4.3 Barrier Removal Actions
Removing the identified barriers at each location will involve modifying some existing conditions, and replacing other elements.
Sports Field Elements
Parking

Recommended actions
Designate one or more barrier free parking stall adjacent to all sport fields (on‐street or parking lots).

Routes

Provide durable surfaces (paving or compacted fine granular) on all routes leading to sports fields, and in
particular providing connections to benches or other spectator facilities.

Entry/ Exit Points

Where there are fences in place, gates typically need modifications to provide adequate clearances, and to
cover chain link openings at the base of gates (that wheelchair users can get their foot stuck in).
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Equipment and
Amenities

Where public washrooms are provided modifications are required to provide accessible washrooms, and
work may involve replacing fixtures and accessories, providing signs, and removing barriers at thresholds.

Signs

Signs should be installed that provide information about any accessibility restrictions or features of the
sports field
No recommended actions.

Lighting
Benches and Spectator
Seating

Replace existing or install new benches with back support and arm rests at all sports fields.

5 Trails
The City maintains different types of trails in several areas of the City. Trails allow residents to experience natural settings and use active
transportation modes away from motorized vehicle traffic.
Significant natural elements of the environment can also important to the trail user experience.
Although a common misconception, trails are not required to be completely level throughout to be considered accessible for people with limited
mobility or mobility aids.
Applying the concept of universal design to trails considers that:
o trails can be created to be enjoyed by a broad spectrum of people
o all users have different abilities which are accommodated to the greatest extent possible for different types of trails
o each trail user will have different abilities and that some people (such as those who are unable to go outside) may not have access to the
trail experience
o Universal design does not mean making every trail available for use by every possible user
‐ (e.g., hiking trails can only be for hikers, not cyclists)
o Universal design strives to minimize, to the greatest extent possible, the proportion of potential users who cannot access the trail
[Source: Adapted from the Trails For All Ontarians Collaborative,2006. Ontario’s Best Trails: Guidelines and Best Practices for the Design,
Construction and Maintenance of Sustainable Trails for All Ontarians].
This audit included a review of four (4) trails (see map in 1.1).
Total Trail
Date of most recent
Length (km)
upgrades
ID Name
1 Range Lake
2
2 Tin Can Hill
5
3 Niven Lake
3
4 Frame Lake
5
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5.1 Key Features
A number of common elements can be found at each of the trails. Key features that will help to make elements more inclusive are summarized
below:
Trail Elements
Parking

Key features
Parking stalls and passenger loading zones should be available as close as possible to trails.
Each stall should be identified with sign and pavement markings, and a curb cut and ramp provided.

Routes

There should be clearly marked pathways to trailheads from public sidewalks and parking spaces.
Segments of trails can have different characteristics, and not all will be accessible to the same degree:
· Trail conditions should be explained at all trailheads (see signs below)
· Trail segments graded and surfaced to facilitate use of mobility devices should be a minimum of 1.5 m wide.

Trailheads

Trails Surface

Signs

Trails with multiple trailheads can enhance accessibility. A minimum clearance of
850mm to 1 m should be provided at any openings (gates or bollards) to allow the passage of mobility aids including
wheelchairs.
Different trail surfaces have advantages and disadvantages for different trail users.
Firm stable surfaces with minimal glare generally improve accessibility. Trail surfaces should be designed with positive
drainage, to avoid surface deterioration. Minimum trail width of 1.5 m should be provided, minimum clear headroom
above the trail of 2.1 m.
Signs allow all users to make an informed decision before using a trail. Signs should be placed strategically to provide
objective information about the trail including:
· Length
· Typical widths
· Typical grades
· Surface types
· Lighting conditions
· Any unique or extreme conditions
· Features and amenities provided (such as benches)
High colour contrast (e.g., at least 70%) should be provided between characters and background.
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Lighting

Trails are used year round in Yellowknife, and exterior lighting should be provided along segments used routinely for
commuting.

Benches

Benches provide important resting places for those who may have limited mobility
(e.g., standing and walking) for extended periods. Benches should be placed at regular intervals along trail segments,
and in particular where there are significant elevation changes.
Benches should be on a firm and level area with space for transfer and turning. Bench back support and arm rests
should be provided to facilitate sitting and rising for individuals with limited mobility or stamina.

Washrooms

Accessible washrooms are desirable when they can be located within a reasonable distance of trailheads or accessible
trail segments.

5.2 Observations and Barrier Identification
Observations of general findings and common barriers found on the trails audited follow. The major barrier to accessibility for trails is the lack of
information about existing conditions that would allow users to make an informed decision prior to setting out on a trail. Detailed findings for
individual sites are included in Appendix A.
Trail Elements
Parking

Observations and barriers identified
Barrier free parking stalls are not typically found near trailheads.
Photo: Parking area at main entry / exit to Tin Can Trail on School Draw
Drive
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Routes

Long segments of the Frame Lake and Niven Lake trails are well surfaced
and drained, providing relatively accessible segments to those with limited
mobility or vision. Segments of other trails have potential to provide
higher level of accessibility without damaging the natural environment.
Photo: segment of Tin Can Hill trail that follows old roadway

Trail Surface

Many of the trail segments audited are rugged hiking trails and present
challenges for those with limited mobility or vision.
Photo: Typical trail surface on Range Lake Trail

Trailheads

The distance between trailheads along most of the trails audited provide
users with options for completing longer or shorter segments of trails. Some
trailheads are difficult to see from parking or public sidewalks.

Signs

Information about trail accessibility is not found on any of the signs located
at trailheads, or at other strategic locations.
Photo: Sign at one of the trailheads on Niven Lake Trail
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Lighting

Lighting is generally available along trail segments used for commuting, and
the City has been systematically expanding lighting.

Benches

Benches are often located along trails, but do not provide rest areas at
frequent intervals, and are located without paved connections to the trail.
Most benches do not include arm‐rests or backs.
Photo: Bench along Frame Lake Trail

5.3 Barrier Removal Actions
The barrier removal action items recommended here consider that trails should continue to offer a variety of experiences. Trail surfacing is
generally defines the type of trail experience available.
Trail Element
Parking

Recommended actions
Designate accessible parking stalls at all trailheads close to public roads and sidewalks.

Routes and trail surfaces

Increase maintenance along existing durable and graded surfaces (paving or compacted fine granular) of the
Frame Lake and Niven Lake trails recognizing they provide accessible outdoor recreation and commuter
routes, and conditions such as potholes, overgrown brush, or wash‐outs create barriers.
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Improve trail surfaces along segments of the Frame Lake Trail in the Bristol Pit area, and segments of the
Tin Can Hill trails along the former roadways to increase accessible trail options available to residents.
Trailheads
Signs

See actions related to signs below.
Add trail access information to all existing trailhead signs. Where no signs exist (Tin Can Hill and Range Lake trails),
design and install new trailhead signs that incorporate trail access information.

Lighting

No recommended actions.

Benches

Add benches along all trails that are located on firm level areas, and located to provide frequent rest
stops, and rest stops near steep slopes.

6 Implementation Plan
Costs and priorities will need to be considered by the City when developing a long term plan to complete the recommended barrier removal
actions. Accessibility considerations should also be integrated into asset management plans, and become a part of routine maintenance
practices.

6.1 Design Standards and Guidelines
A set of typical design features of accessible outdoor recreation facilities should be assembled to specify acceptable products, dimensions, and
configurations. This will facilitate the preparation of work plans or bidding documents, and avoid duplication of effort. Standard details and
guidance is available from various organizations and governments in jurisdictions where accessibility legislation is in place. Some adaptations
may be required to suit Yellowknife conditions (resource listing to be provided).

Playground Equipment Selection
Directions to be provided to play equipment supplier when selecting play equipment:
1. Provide age range and number of children using play space
2. Describe the vision for the proposed play space. Provide a Design Program which outlines the goals and objectives
3. Describe the site context – what is around the play area and how it will be used
4. Provide a budget for the equipment keeping in mind costs for landscaping and natural features
5. Follow CAN / CSA Z614‐14, Annex H accessibility standards and section 6.17 Inclusive Play Spaces
6. Emphasize equipment should fit into site plan, not vice versa
Source: adapted from “Let’s Play: Creating Accessible Playspaces: A Tool Kit for School‐Based Groups”, Rick Hansen Foundation
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6.2 Budget Assumptions
Order of magnitude unit costs for typical actions were used to develop budget forecasts by site and element. This provides the flexibility to
prepare budgets whether projects are established to complete comprehensive improvements to specific sites, sequential improvements to
similar elements, or a combination of both.
A factor of at least 20% should be added to project budgets to allow for design, coordination, and construction contingencies.
Element
Parking
Routes

Costing Assumptions
$1,400 per stall including the cost of a sign, pavement marking, and a curb cut.
$100 per lineal meter

Entry/ Exit Points

$500 ‐$600 to modify gates or openings in fences or to provide a ramp at the threshold to a play space

Ground/Trail
Surface
Play Structures
Signs
Lighting

$60/m2 assuming recommended surface to replace sand (options will need to be considered during design)

Benches

$2,200 per bench including base and level area

Other

In some cases allowances were recommended for specific features

$30,000 per component – considering that one or more component may be required at different sites.
$1,500 average allowance, considering that sign content and style will vary by site
No costs were considered

6.3 Preliminary Budget Forecast
It is estimated that a total budget of approximately $2 million would need to be budgeted (in present year dollars) to prepare plan for all of the
recommended barrier removal actions. Actual design and construction costs will depend in part on how work is packaged, as there are
opportunities for coordination with other planned asset renewal projects.
Facility Type
Playgrounds
Sports Courts
Sports Fields
Trails
Contingency (20%)
Total

Budget
$1,044,700
$213,000
$196,900
$206,400
$332,200.0
$1,993,200
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Policy, Communications and Economic Development

ISSUE:

Whether to develop a regulatory framework for Short‐Term Rental
accommodations.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council:
1. Endorse the approach described herein to advance the development of a regulatory
framework for short term rental accommodations (STR);
2. Direct Administration to engage key stakeholders and the public to refine the proposed
policy approach, and report back with by‐laws required to enact these regulations and a
plan and schedule for implementation; and
3. Direct Administration to start negotiations with marketing platforms such as Airbnb
regarding mandatory posting of business license numbers in advertising and collection and
remittance of any applicable tourist accommodation tax.
BACKGROUND:
In March 2017, Administration presented to the Municipal Services Committee a memorandum
outlining a review of the Business Licence By‐law No. 3451. As a part of the business licence review
Administration has looked at the issue of the sharing economy, specifically short‐term rentals.
In Yellowknife, STR are only allowed in hotels and bed and breakfasts. Despite these rules, there has
been rapid growth in nightly rentals offered in Yellowknife on platforms such as Airbnb. On June 19,
2017, Council directed Administration to advance the development of a regulatory framework for short
term rental accommodations including the sharing economy through stakeholder engagement.
The City needs an approach that maximizes the benefits of STR while managing impacts on
neighbourhoods and providers of licensed accommodations. Administration reviewed the issue of STR
in Yellowknife and how other cities in Canada are regulating this type of visitor accommodation.
SPECIAL MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE
July 16, 2018
DM#525166‐v1

Page 1

COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Goal #1 Better Engagement with Stakeholders
Council Goal #3 Strengthen and Diversify the Economy
Council Goal #4 Community Sustainability
Council Motion #0135‐17 That Council direct Administration to advance the development of a
regulatory framework for short term rental accommodations including the sharing economy through
stakeholder engagement.
APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
1. Cities, Towns and Villages Act;
2. Zoning By‐law No. 4404, as amended; and
3. Business Licence By‐law No. 3451, as amended.
CONSIDERATIONS:
1.
LEGISLATIVE
In the last decade there has been rapid growth in online marketplaces that connect people looking for
short‐term rental accommodation with people who want to rent or sublet their accommodation for
the same purpose. Section 305 of Business Licence By‐law No. 3451 sets out specific regulations for
the operation of a Bed and Breakfast. The City currently has 21 registered and licenced bed and
breakfasts. By‐law No. 3451, as amended, is silent on short term rental accommodations
specifically those advertised on marketing platforms such as AirBnB. There are currently 141 listings
for Airbnbs in the city. This does not include other listings that may be found on sites such as
Homeaway, VRBO, Flip Key, Roomorama, Craigslist and kijiji. Therefore, almost all short‐term rental
activity in Yellowknife is currently unregulated. Furthermore, in anticipation of receiving authority to
levy a Tourist Accommodation Tax, the City must address the issue of STRs.
2.
LOCAL IMPACTS OF SHORT‐TERM RENTALS
As the popularity of short‐term rentals grows in Yellowknife, so does the public debate about the
positive and negative impacts of this use of local housing stock. Those concerned about short‐term
rentals say they reduce the supply and increase the price of long term rental housing, and increase
noise and damage in residential buildings and neighbourhoods. Proponents of short‐term rentals say
they make Yellowknife a more attractive tourist destination and provide extra income to Yellowknife
residents and businesses.
(i)
Rental Housing Impacts
There is evidence to support the finding that it can be more profitable to rent a short‐term unit
than to a longer term tenant.1 STRs can potentially reduce the stock of long term rentals in
favour of short term rental, and thereby push up the cost of renting for residents. However,
there is no current evidence of this being the case in Yellowknife. According to CHMC, while

1

Regulating Short-Term Rentals in Vancouver – 11421, page 9
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Yellowknife’s apartment vacancy rate decreased from 4.2% in 2016 to 3.5% in 2017, it is
unlikely that vacancy rates or rents will drastically increase or decrease in 2018.

(ii)
Tourism Impacts
Tourism is a quickly growing sector of Yellowknife’s economy. In 2017, tourism contributed
approximately $200 million dollars to the territorial economy. The availability and type of visitor
accommodation is one of the factors that determines Yellowknife’s appeal as a tourist
destination. During peak periods, STRs accommodate visitors that would not otherwise be able
to find accommodation in Yellowknife. Proponents of STRs say that tourists often forego
conventional tourist experiences in favour of living like a local2. A fair framework is needed to
level the playing field for all operators of tourism accommodations, specifically STR and regular
BnBs. STRs also offer a more inexpensive option for travellers, making Yellowknife an
affordable destination, and allowing it to compete for travellers who prefer and expect listings
on popular websites such as Airbnb.
(ii)
Local Economic Benefits
STR proponents point to local economic benefits of allowing residents in an expensive city to
generate income from unused space. Income generated through STR is used by many residents
to supplement income, and counterweight a high cost of living.

(iii)
Nuisance/Safety Impacts
Introducing STR into residential buildings and neighbourhoods creates the potential for conflict
among different users. Potential negative impacts of STRs observed during public consultation
include noise, safety breaches (personal safety) and damage to common property (wear and
tear on buildings), and pressure on shared resources such as on‐street parking.
The number one concern was that STRs currently do not have to comply with standards for
safety, noise, and traffic. According to the focus groups, challenges of a currently unregulated

Report for Short Term Rental Survey ‐ When asked about the benefits of STRs, survey respondents ranked making (1)
more and (2) a wider variety of accommodation available for visitors as most important benefits, followed by providing
income for Yellowknifers.
2
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STR market, without requirements or inspections for safety, include the risk of suboptimal
tourist experiences, which could threaten the tourism industry.

3.
SHORT‐TERM RENTAL REGULATIONS IN OTHER CITIES – COMPARTIVE INFORMATION
As in most other cities across Canada, and the world, Yellowknife faces a need to balance the
advantages and the challenges of the sharing economy, and in particular short term rentals promoted
through online marketing platforms. Each of the cities reviewed strikes its own balance between
competing pairs of objectives: protecting housing impacts/maintaining neighborhood livability vs.
increasing tourist accommodation/income‐generating opportunities for residents. The table below
and the following sections summarize the short‐term rental regulations in six Canadian cities.
Summary of Short‐Term Rental Regulations in Vancouver, Toronto, Victoria, Golden and Whitehorse
City
Approach Unit types that can be # of nights Cap on # STRs Who can hold
licensed
that can be licenced
an STR licence
rented
per
year
Vancouver

Restrictive

Toronto

Proposed
approach:
Restrictive

Victoria

Restrictive

Golden

Proposed
approach:
restrictive
(expected
2018)

Principal Residence where
operator resides for >180
days and receives mail
Principal Residence
Secondary Suite

Principal residence, where
an individual lives and
conducts their daily affairs,
like paying bills and
receiving mail.
Principal Residence, with
owner present
Secondary Suite (excludes
detached
secondary
residential dwellings, and
units
in
multi‐family
buildings)
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Unlimited

none

Owner
Renter
(if
Principal resident)
Owner
Renter

Entire Unit –
Maximum of 180
nights
Shared space ‐
Unlimited
Unlimited

none

none

Owner
Renter
(if
principal resident)

Unlimited

none

Owner
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Iqaluit
Whitehorse

Permissive
No
regulation

No restriction
N/A

Unlimited
N/A

none
N/A

No restriction
N/A

3.1 Vancouver – strict to protect long term rental market
With more than 5,000 STR listings on the market, Vancouver has recently implemented new
regulations, legalising STRs, effective April 19, 2018. The number of STRs in Vancouver has doubled
every year since 2013. Facing a housing affordability crisis, Vancouver has adopted an approach that
prioritizes housing and long‐term rental supply.
 Starting April 19, short‐term rentals, which are stays of less than 30 days, are legal in
Vancouver.
 Short‐term rentals are only allowed in a principal residence, where the operator resides for
more than 180 days of the year and receives mail.
 A short‐term rental must be licensed before it can be advertised or rented.
 Residents can apply for a short‐term rental business licence online starting April 19.
 Commercial operations are not permitted and will be subject to new fines and enforcement
actions effective April 19.
 As of September 1, 2018, anyone listing a short‐term rental without a posted business licence
will be subject to a fine of up to $1,000 per day and potentially other enforcement or legal
action.
 Only one active short‐term rental booking at a time is permitted per license, even when there
are multiple dwelling units on the property.
 Landlord permission is required, if applicable, to operate a short‐term rental.
 Short‐term rentals are only allowed in strata buildings if the building by‐laws permit it.
 Short‐term rental of a secondary suite or laneway house will be allowed, provided it is where
the operator principally lives.
 Residents who pay the Empty Homes Tax cannot operate a short‐term rental at that property.
To ensure compliance with the new by‐laws, a new enforcement function will be responsible for
proactively reviewing various sets of data as well as online posts for unlicenced or invalid listings.
Operators who do not include a valid business licence in the list short‐term rental listings will be
subject to enforcement.
3.2 Toronto, ON
Currently, short‐term rentals are not permitted in Canada’s largest city, Toronto. On December 7,
2017, and January 31, 2018, City Council approved the regulation of short‐term rentals in Toronto. The
new rules, which require short‐term rental companies to obtain a licence and short‐term rental
operators to register with the City and pay a Municipal Accommodation Tax of 4% were set to come
into effect on June 1, 2018.
However, the City’s zoning by‐law amendments to permit short‐term rentals as a use have been
appealed to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB). The OMB has scheduled a hearing in August 2018. If
the City receives a positive decision at the OMB, the short‐term rental regulations will come into effect.
The pending legislation includes the following:
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short‐term rentals are permitted across the city in all housing types in residential and mixed‐
use zones
people can host short‐term rentals in their principal residence only – both homeowners and
tenants can participate
people can rent up to three bedrooms or entire residence
people who live in secondary suites can also participate, as long as the secondary suite is their
principal residence
an entire home can be rented as a short‐term rental if owner/tenant is away – to a maximum of
180 nights per year
people who rent their homes short term must register with the City and pay $50
companies such as Airbnb must become licensed and pay a fee of $5,000, plus $1/night booked
through the platform
people doing short‐term rentals must pay a 4% MAT on all rentals that are less than 28
consecutive days
companies such as Airbnb can enter into voluntary agreements to collect the MAT on behalf of
those associated with their company
3.3 Victoria, BC

The City of Victoria recently did a study of short term vacation rentals (STVRs) and new regulations for
short term rentals are now in place. These regulations allow short‐term rentals for eligible operators
subject to a Business Licence and compliance with operating requirements.
New regulations allow short term rentals of principal residences – the whole home on occasion or up
to two bedrooms in your home with shared kitchen and living spaces. Self‐contained suites qualify if
the long term renter (principal resident) rents out a suite on occasion with owner's permission.
Changes to the Zoning By‐law now prohibit short‐term rentals in residential units where "transient
accommodation" was a permitted use in zoning. Exceptions for legally non‐conforming units where
transient accommodation was a permitted use, otherwise known as a "grandfathered" property.
3.4 Golden, BC
The Town of Golden is in the process of fine‐tuning a draft regulatory framework for Short Term
Rentals (STRs) balancing Council's desire to create a fair regulated environment that supports a viable
Short Term Rental sector while meaningfully preserving housing stock for residential purposes ‐‐ both
rental and ownership.
In February 2018, Council affirmed their direction on by‐law drafting:
- Support for the proposed Temporary Use Permit and business license/regulation framework as
a way to control the number of STRs in a particular area or on a particular street.
- A short term rental (accommodation of 30 days or less) can occur in single detached dwelling or
in a secondary suite as well as within a duplex.
- The single detached dwelling, duplex or ½ duplex, must be occupied during the short term
rental by the owner, it must be the owner’s principal dwelling, and the owner must be present.
Council was also cognizant of neighbourhood impact and wanted the owner to be present to
address potential noise, parking and other nuisances.
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-

-

A duplex or ½ duplex being operated as an STR must be on one title/one real estate entity:
If an owner owns both halves of the duplex, on one title, the owner can reside in one half of the
duplex and operate an STR in the other.
In the case of a fee simple duplex the owner can operate a B&B/STR only in the side where they
reside/own.
Short term rentals are not to be permitted:
o On a property with a detached secondary residential dwelling (carriage house or garden
suite);
o Within a unit in a multi‐family residential development.
Prior to approval, an initial life‐safety inspection is to be conducted by the building official then
inspections every three years.
Requirements such as no advertising without a business license will also be implemented for
efficient enforcement purposes.
3.5 Iqaluit

The City of Iqaluit requires anyone renting out their home to obtain a business licence. Iqaluit deems
the operating of an STR to be a valuable product that has been marketed for sale and as such is a
business. On July 11, 2018 the City of Iqaluit announced adoption of a new Business Licence By‐law
which specifically includes AirBnB. Based on engagement with the business community, Iqaluit
developed a tiered approach to business licencing to ensure that the application process for the
operation of an STR and other small businesses is more streamlined and less expensive than the
application for larger businesses.
3.6 Whitehorse
Whitehorse does not deal specifically with Bed and Breakfasts in their Business Licence By‐law. They do
not have any regulations regarding short term rental accommodations. Their Zoning By‐law deals with
regulations for Bed and Breakfast lodgings.

4.

PROPOSED STR REGULATION FOR YELLOWKNIFE

As directed by Council, Administration initiated consultation with the public. Based on the IAP2
engagement spectrum, the engagement constituted “collaboration”, meaning the City will “partner
with the public in each aspect of the decision including the development of alternatives and the
identification of the preferred solution”. Key stakeholders and the public were consulted through the
following methods:
-

Facilitated meetings were held on November 21 and 22, 2017 (12 people attended)
Survey (308 completed responses). Survey results with this sample size can be considered
statistically relevant with a confidence level of 95% and a 6% margin of error.
Follow up presentation/open house to report on what was heard from stakeholders and further
discussion of potential solutions were held on January 8 and 10, 2018.
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Overall, 56.9% of survey respondents think STR’s should be required to be licensed. 38.6% of
respondents believe STR operators should pay a fee when obtaining the license, while 20.1% are in
favour of licensing but opposed to a fee. Respondents in favour of a fee, request a straightforward
process and a small fee solely to offset the administrative cost to the City, without becoming a
deterrent to operating an STR.

Based on public feedback as well as research from other cities, Administration identified the following
objectives for regulation of STR in Yellowknife:
(i)

Health and Safety: ensure residential space rented as tourist accommodation meets
Building By‐law and zoning standards.

(ii)

Neighbourhood Fit: Maintain quality of life and safety in residential neighbourhoods
and buildings.

(iii)

Tax and Regulatory Equity: Treat accommodation providers equitably from a tax and
regulatory perspective.

(iv)

Supplemental Income: allow residents to earn income from renting their home
occasionally.

(v)

Tourism: Support growth in tourism and Yellowknife’s ability to support peak tourism
season and to host major events.

(vi)

Compliance: design a regulatory, licensing and enforcement system that is easy to
understand, inspires high levels of voluntary compliance and has effective means of
preventing unlawful behaviour.

Considering the City’s objectives, public and stakeholder input on this matter to date, and lessons
learned from other cities, Administration recommends that new STR regulations in Yellowknife allow
owners and renters to obtain a business licence to rent part or all of their property on a short‐term
basis.
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Administration does not recommend setting a cap on the maximum number of rental nights per year.
Tracking and enforcing a nightly rental cap is extremely difficult and poses a high administrative burden
with unpredictable results.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Adopt a clear definition of STRs, BnBs,
Owner must demonstrate control by providing a copy of title or tax assessment and renter
must provide signed tenancy agreement and permission from owner. Allowing property
owners to rent portions of their homes, or rent their entire home on a limited basis, strikes
a balance between flexibility for individual homeowners and protections for the broader
community.
A short‐term rental must be licensed before it can be advertised or rented. STR operators
must include the City‐issued registration number in any advertisement and in any invoice or
contract related to the short‐term rental
All residences must meet the requirements of applicable legislation prior to a business
licence being issued.
Residents can apply for a short‐term rental business licence online
The proposed by‐law is intended to provide better management of short‐term rentals and
should not result in a measurable negative fiscal impact to the City. Fees for licensing are
intended to cover the costs of administration. Licences fees not exceeding $100 and same
fee applies for BnB’s (to be addressed in business license by‐law review)
A communications plan be developed to inform and educate the public and STR operators
of upcoming changes
Existing short‐term rental operators who would otherwise qualify to operate a short‐term
rental have until January 1, 2019 to obtain a short‐term rental licence and enter it in their
listing.
As of January 1, 2019 anyone listing a short‐term rental without a posted business licence
will be subject to a fine of up to $1,000 per day and potentially other enforcement or legal
action.
Short‐term rental of a secondary suite will be allowed, provided it is where the operator
principally lives.
short‐term rentals are permitted across the city in all housing types in residential and
mixed‐use zones

5. NEXT STEPS
If Council endorses the proposed regulatory and licensing approach described above,
Administration will consult with the public and key stakeholders to refine the approach.
Administration will also consult with short‐term rental platforms active in Yellowknife regarding
potential cooperation in compliance and enforcement effort and will also work with stakeholders
to develop a more detailed compliance and enforcement system.
The implementation proposal will include a proposed rollout period, public information campaign, and
the resources needed to support successful implementation. Administration plans to provide the
implementation proposal and proposed by‐law amendments to Council in the fourth quarter of 2018.
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ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATION:
That Council direct Administration not to advance the development of a regulatory framework for
short term rental accommodations.
RATIONALE:
The current Business Licence By‐law No. 3451, as amended, is outdated and fails to address several
new, changed, or changing business types or circumstances, including STR. We have heard from
Council and business owners about the importance of a fair set of regulations to level the playing field,
balancing community benefits with neighbourhood and long term rental stock impacts, thereby
strengthening the economy. Currently the City is unable to legitimize STRs and does not have a
mechanism to license, regulate and zone STRs in Yellowknife. From the engagement it is clear that
stakeholders see a need for basic licensing of STRs, creating a level playing field without restricting the
sharing economy.
The City must address this issue before proceeding with implementing a Tourist Accommodation Tax
levy. Unlicensed STRs cannot pay or collect a tourist or hotel levies that licensed accommodations must
collect and remit.
Licensing STRs will support the tourism industry by increasing availability of accommodation. Several
times a year Yellowknife faces an accommodation shortage and STR’s play a role in alleviating this
shortage. In addition, STRs have become first choice for many travellers, preferred over traditional
accommodation. Presence of STR’s has become a vital part of tourism attraction as it attracts more and
different types of travellers. Visitors have come to expect STR’s in a tourist destination and will avoid
destinations with limited STR accommodation. We want to ensure their longevity and presence.
By amending the current Business Licence By‐law the City can create a fair and level playing field for all
accommodation providers in the city including short term rental providers.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Report for Short Term Rental Survey
(https://data.surveygizmo.com/r/38515_5a4fea9c442392.46534583 ); and
2. Short Term Rentals Summary of Focus Groups (DM#507756‐v2).
Prepared:
Revised:

June 2018; SV
July 2, 2018; KLP
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STR FOCUS GROUP SUMMARY
As part of a larger engagement with the public and stakeholders regarding Short Term Rentals
(STRs), two focus groups were held: one on November 21 from 7:00 – 9:00 pm and one on
November 22 from 2:00 – 4:00 p.m. Both were held at City Hall, and facilitated by an
independent facilitator.
Collectively, twelve people attended these meetings, including one individual who attended both
meetings, and one member of the media who attended on November 22.
A sign-in sheet was circulated so that those who wished to could be contacted with respect to
further information on STRs, including receiving a copy of the engagement summary, and being
advised of the planned January 2018 follow up meeting. (The sign-in list is attached to the end
of this report for this purpose).
The factual content of this summary has not been verified or validated, but rather,
reflects the conversation in the two engagement sessions.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Following a brief introduction, and background on short term rentals and the City’s interest in
this issue, participants were invited to discuss the questions that follow. Questions were not
necessarily discussed in the order presented below.











What are the benefits of short term rentals?
What are the issues or challenges presented by short term rentals?
Should STRs be required to register with the City? Why? Why not?
Should STRs be required to get a license and pay a licensing fee? Why? Why not?
Should zoning be changed to allow for STRs?
Should STRs pay a tourism levy if one is introduced?
If so, who should remit the tax: the operator or the online platform?
Should there be a cap on the number of days a resident can rent their home as an STR?
Should there be restrictions on the renting an entire home?
Should there be a limit on the number of STRs in any neighbourhood?





What health and safety standards should STRs have to meet?
What liability insurance should be required?
Are there any other things the City should be considering with respect to STRs?

BENEFITS
Participants identified a wide range of benefits for travellers, for STR operators, and for
the local tourism economy. As one participant summarized, STRs provide many of the
same benefits that B&B accommodations provide, but without the license.
Benefits to travellers:
STRs provide diversity for tourists, and offer a range of accommodation options and styles that
match the interests of a broad range of travellers. STR accommodation also often offers a more
affordable choice of accommodation, making Yellowknife easier to afford as a destination. It was
noted that Yellowknife has no hostel (which is often a ‘go-to’ option for affordable
accommodations).
For visitors, STRs provide a local experience for those who choose this type of accommodation.
Visitors can match their interests and style of travel with the accommodations, can experience
local traditions and culture, and see the community from a local’s perspective.
STRs may also provide some travellers with a better match for their travel needs. For example,
some travellers may wish to cook for themselves, an option that does not often exist in
traditional hotel accommodations. Likewise, STRs do not require an onsite resident, which can
provide more privacy and comfort for the traveller, if this is what is sought.
Benefits to operators
STRs provide residents with options for the use of their living space. It can allow renters and
owners to supplement their income (in an economy with a high cost of living), and allow for
better use of their resource (their home). Revenue goes straight into the hands of locals.

2

Nov 27, 2017

STRs are flexible. They allow residents to fill and empty space quickly and easily. For those
working from home, for example stay at home parents, STRs have the potential to provide an
income stream and flexibility of hours.
Short term renters provide more flexibility for owners/operators, as they can turn over tenants
more frequently, thus reducing the risk of long term problem tenants.
Benefits to tourism economy
The availability of short term rentals, such as those marketed through on-line platforms like
AirBnB, VRBO and others, keeps Yellowknife current with other destinations, and is responsive
to the evolution of the sharing economy and how travellers plan and research their travel.
Travellers expect every community to have listings on popular STR websites such as AirBnB.
STRs allow the accommodation market to be dynamic, and to expand and contract quickly in
response to demand. When demand is high, and hotel accommodations are at or near capacity,
STRs can add inventory into the market quickly.
STRs, like B&B accommodations, generally provide an experience where visitors interact
closely with the residents who host visitors in their homes. Local hosts become tour guides,
sources of information, and ambassadors for visitors.

CHALLENGES AND SHORTFALLS
Overall, the challenges of STRs relate to the lack of a level playing field between STRs
and B&Bs, and potential risks to neighbourhoods and visitors in an environment where
standards are either not required (through regulation/licensing) or not enforced.
Safety and Risk
STRs may be inadequately insured, creating risk for operators, visitors, and potentially
neighbourhoods. Some web platforms for marketing and promoting STRs provide insurance for
their members, however the effectiveness of this insurance was questioned by some
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participants. AirBnB, for example, recommends that its members be licensed, and meet all
municipal requirements. If these recommendations are not followed, participants wondered
whether that could create problems accessing this platform’s insurance, for example.
With no or limited insurance, some participants identified that this creates risk for visitors and
operators, should there be problems. Others feel that this risk is mitigated when STR operators
live in or near their rental property and therefore are able to monitor activity.
If STRs are not licensed or somehow regulated — in a way that is enforceable — there would
be no ability to have built standards or assurances for safety. The business licensing process
(for B&Bs for example) requires that a number of standards are met, and these standards
provide some expectation of the safety of accommodations. STRs, if unlicensed, would not have
to meet any standards; safety may be compromised if there are not inspections.
In addition to personal and property risk, there is risk to the tourist experience. Without an onsite
resident/host, language and cultural barriers and a lack of tourist supports (available through
hotels and B&Bs, for example) could leave visitors with a suboptimal experience.
Impact on long term rentals
Some participants identified the situation created by STRs in other cities, reducing the stock of
long term rentals — and thus pushing up the cost of rent for locals — in favour of short term
rental. Some participants suggested that there was no current evidence of this being the case in
Yellowknife. While this is a potential issue, participants noted that it does not appear to be a
current problem in Yellowknife: more information would be needed to validate this.
Impacts on neighbourhood character
A high density of STRs in a single (condo or apartment) building, or in a single neighbourhood
could potentially be detrimental to the character of a neighbourhood. One participant noted that
if the City does not provide some leadership with respect to regulating STRs, this responsibility
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would be “downloaded” onto condo corporations. STRs can create liability for neighbours,
particularly in condos or apartment buildings.
When a home based business establishes in a neighbourhood, the licensing process currently
provides an opportunity for residents to have input into what’s happening in their
neighbourhood. If STRs are not licensed, neighbourhoods could lose that ability to have input
and influence the character of their local area.
Parking, especially in the downtown area, is an issue which will be exacerbated by a growth in
STRs.
Lack of equity
Participants often cited the lack of a level playing field between B&B accommodations and
unlicensed/regulated STRs. There is a cited lack of equity when licensed establishments (B&Bs)
must follow due process of licensing, meeting standards and paying associated costs, and
STRs do not.

REGISTRATION AND LICENSING
There is a continuum of municipal intervention, ranging from no requirements, to
requiring STRs to be registered with the City, to requiring STRs to be licensed and to pay
a fee to be licensed. The conversation focussed primarily on whether STRs should or
should not be licensed. Again, the issues centred on equity, standardization/quality
assurance, and enforceability.
Pro licensing
Some participants identified that STRs are like small, home-based businesses, and should be
required to get a business license like any other small business. The current business licensing
process was identified by some as slow and onerous. If STRs are going to be required to
license their business, the process should be made easier and more responsive: STRs by their
nature are dynamic, and responsive to market demands and operator schedules and needs,
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which change quickly. In support of this model, some suggested that the City institute an easy
access portal, and make business licensing for STRs (and similar businesses) a quick process.
STRs should be a category under the bylaws relating to B&Bs and appropriate and reasonable
standards should be required without limiting the variety of accommodation experiences
enabled through STRs.
A licensing or registration process gives the community/neighbourhood a say in what happens
in their neighbourhood, which can protect against unwelcome changes to neighbourhoods
caused by the existence of a number of STRs.
Some participants noted that STRs should be licensed to mitigate against safety issues: STRs:
should have to meet the same standards of licensing as STRs, be bonded, and have a criminal
records check. Licensing will provide for the visitor an expectation and assurance of quality and
basic safety standards.
One participant suggested that if the City does not require licensing (and associated standards),
this then becomes the defacto approach for other outgrowths of the sharing economy or small
independent businesses such as food trucks.
Anti-licensing
While some participants noted that some accountability for STRs is needed, others noted that it
does not make sense for STRs to get a business license, and they felt it provided no benefit to
the licensee or the visitor. Regulations already exist, such as the territorial tenancy act, and
further regulation is not needed.
Whether STR or B&B, regulation and licensing creates barriers to entering the marketplace, and
therefore encourages “off-book” establishments. There are too many layers of regulation
currently. It is not beneficial to add more that won’t be followed or enforced. Additional regulation
that creates barriers to entry and limit STRs create disincentives to live and stay in Yellowknife.
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Some participants voiced the opinion that the City should not have a say in what an owner does
with their own property.
If the objective of licensing is to ensure standards to meet expectations of travellers, regulations
and licensing themselves can’t standardize the experience, or ensure that the expectations of
travellers are met, even with established corporate accommodation experiences such as hotels.
In Yellowknife, for example, there is a wide variation in hotel experience from the high end to the
low end of the spectrum, yet both are licensed and regulated.
There should be no barriers to entry for STRs: let the market decide.
Equity in licensing and requirements
STRs should be licensed, according to some, to provide a level playing field between B&Bs and
STRs. Also in support of a level playing field, but from the opposite perspective, others
suggested that neither STRs nor B&Bs should require licensing.
The distinction between and B&B and an STR, this discussion suggested, was the need for
licensing, and the associated standards and requirements for licensing.
Other licensing considerations
Many participants agreed that a review of the business licensing process must be completed in
tandem with the consideration of any licensing requirements for STRs. They suggested that the
business licensing process is cumbersome and flawed, and not appropriate in its current form,
for STRs. It could be an effective tool, but not in its current form. Likewise, when looking at
business licensing requirements and processes, the similarities and distinctions between STRs
and B&Bs should be examined and clearly defined.
The issue of enforcement was raised. Any licensing requirements placed on STRs would have
to be enforced. If they are not enforced, or if they are not enforceable, then they should not be
put in place. There is a lack of enforcement of current rules, so it does to make sense to add
more rules that can’t or won’t be enforced. Currently enforcement is driven by complaint. If there
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are no complaints, compliance with existing regulations and standards (for business licensing,
for example) is not verified. Just because a business provides evidence of compliance at the
time of securing a business license does not mean that compliance continues throughout the
lifetime of the business.
More public education is required with respect business licensing: when it is needed, why it is
needed, and the benefits it provides to licensees and their customers.

OTHER TOOLS FOR MANAGING STRS
The range of additional (or alternate) approaches offered as mechanisms for managing
STRs were generally considered either unnecessary or ineffective.
Zoning
Participants reacted strongly when asked if zoning was an appropriate tool to manage STRs.
Zoning was identified as a clunky tool. As one participant suggested, zoning would be like a
“sledge hammer” for this job. It is not the way to manage STRs.
Frequent of rental, number of STRs
Limits on the number of STRs in a neighbourhood/building, and limits on the number of rental
nights were discussed, but did not find traction with many participants. As one participant noted,
limiting the number of STRs creates a first come, first served approach, which is not a fair
approach. Additionally, the question becomes what is the “tipping point” for too many STRs in
one neighbourhood?
Any such limits must be enforceable and enforced.
Limiting the rental of whole homes as STRs was discussed. Some participants felt that having
an on-site landlord (ie not renting whole homes) limits the risk of party houses. Others noted that
the review system provided by on-line marketing platforms (such as AirBnB) is sufficient
mitigation to address this risk.
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Neighbourhoods evolve. Some participants felt that the neighbourhood should self-regulate.
That is, as the number of STRs becomes higher than the threshold for a resident, the resident
can choose to move to another neighbourhood that better meets their needs. Communities
should be allowed to evolve.

STANDARDS FOR STRS
Standards are seen as a means of creating a level playing field for operators, while
supporting quality and meeting travellers’ expectations. The wide variety of
accommodation experiences that exist as STRs makes standardization difficult.
Variety of accommodation experience
Unlike a traditional hotel or B&B, STRs can provide unique experiences, such as tent stays,
houseboat rentals, tree-house accommodations, for example. With such a wide range of
accommodation options and experiences, setting standards becomes difficult if not impossible
because it is not a standardized experience.
Rather, say those who advocate for STRs, the approach should be that operators provide full
disclosure, strong communication of the nature of the experience, and let the traveller select
their experience understanding the nature of the accommodation being provided. Marketing
platforms, such as AirBnB, provide a rating and review process for both owners and travellers,
which can help travellers understand the quality of accommodations, as well as any challenges
or limitations of the accommodation. More regulation is not necessarily better, as it could get in
the way of enabling unique travel/accommodation experiences that are sought by some
travellers and offered by some STR operators.
People who seek out STRs as accommodation options have different expectations than
travellers who seek out more traditional hotel or B&B accommodations.
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Insurance
Some participants felt that STR operators should be required to carry insurance, especially
those who operate in apartments and condos. If the STR is not licensed, it cannot get specific
insurance for the operation of the home as an STR. Home insurance is not sufficient. It was
noted that some marketing platforms (such as AirBnB) offer insurance.

TOURISM LEVY
Both B&B and STR operators agreed that STRs should participate in any tourism levy
that is introduced. The levy should be easy to administer and be used exclusively to
support destination marketing.
A tourism levy, which is a tax on each room night that is remitted to an entity to support tourism
marketing, is being proposed for Yellowknife but is not currently in place.
Participants generally agreed that the approach should be “everybody or nobody”. If a levy is put
into place, STRs should be required to participate, so long as the owner/operator does not have
to handle the administration. The process of collecting and remitting the levy could (or should)
be done by the online marketing platform. (This is a service provided, for example, by AirBnB,
an online marketing platform used by many STRs).
The levy must be specifically targeted and spent on tourism to grow Yellowknife as a
destination.

OTHER ISSUES
Definitions
The definition of B&B versus STR needs to be considered and articulated. )The definition should
also consider where short term rentals by corporate entities, or even staff housing fall within the
definitions.) This is important so that visitors know what they are going to be getting and can
make and informed choice. It is also important that definitions are clearly articulated before
decisions are made with respect to licensing and regulation of this industry. For example, how
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does staff housing fit into the equation? Is it considered an STR? What about STR
accommodation provided by corporations or on a large scale?
Associated City bylaws and requirements
The matter of managing STRs should not be looked at in isolation. The issue of STRs
demonstrates the need to also review and assess other City processes such as business
licensing, and enforcement of existing regulations.
Sharing economy
A dialogue and some policy direction on the the sharing economy in general is needed. The City
should not be taking an ad hoc approach with respect to STRs, but identifying clear policy with
respect to its approach to the sharing economy overall.
Such a conversation — about the City’s approach to the developing sharing economy — and
specifically regarding short term rentals, requires input from the clientele. No decisions should
be made until research has been completed with those who choose STRs as an
accommodation option.
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Corporate Services

ISSUE:

Whether to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended, to exempt
the NWT SPCA’s Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250 from property taxation.

RECOMMENDATION:
That By‐law No. XXXX, a by‐law to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207 as amended, to exempt
the NWT SPCA’s Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250 from property taxation, be presented for adoption.
BACKGROUND:
2011
The City of Yellowknife worked with the NWT SPCA to facilitate the development of a new animal
shelter facility and in 2011 both parties determined that the Engle Business District presented the best
opportunity for the facility. On March 9, 2011, City Administration received a request from the SPCA
stating that they were interested in acquiring Lots 46 and 47, Block 907, Plan 4250, and requesting a
100% reduction in the value of the subject lots, as well as a property tax exemption on the lots and
future improvements.
In a memorandum to the Municipal Services Committee on May 24, 2011, Administration stated that
donating the subject lots to the NWT SPCA would result in a loss of $404,076 in land sale revenue, and
recommended against granting the request. The memo noted that the shelter serves 15 communities
in addition to Yellowknife, but only Yellowknife ratepayers would absorb the revenue loss. It further
noted that the City makes contributions to the organization in other ways, including through its Grants
programs.
The City and the NWT SPCA subsequently agreed to a land transfer for one of the lots (Lot 54, Block
907, Plan 4250) at a cost of $213,691.80 to be repaid over 15 years with an annual interest rate of 4%
starting in the second year (no interest was charged in the first year of the agreement). The NWT SPCA
paid the loan in full ahead of schedule, in April of 2013.
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The May 24, 2011 memo also recommended against granting the requested tax exemption, noting that
the NWT SPCA was not eligible for a tax exemption under Section 4 of the Property Assessment and
Taxation Act (PATA). Committee referred the recommendation back to Administration.
On November 7, 2011, in a follow‐up memo to the Municipal Services Committee, Administration again
recommended against granting the requested tax exemption, reiterating that the organization did not
qualify for an exemption under the existing legislation. It also noted that the exemption would come
entirely at the expense of Yellowknife ratepayers, even though the organization serves an additional 15
other communities.
When Council considered the tax exemption issue on November 14, 2011, it directed Administration to
bring forward an amendment to Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended, granting the
NWT SPCA a temporary tax exemption, not to exceed five years, on its property in the Engle Business
District until such time as the NWT SPCA was operating from that location and collecting revenue. This
came forward as By‐law No. 4657, which received Third Reading on December 12, 2011.
2016
Under this By‐law, the NWT SPCA was exempted from taxes from 2012 to 2015. However, for the year
ended March 31, 2015 the organization reported a net income of $144,777 and therefore the
exemption no longer applied, effective with the 2016 tax year.
2018
On March 28, 2018, the NWT SPCA reapplied for a tax exemption on Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250
(Attachment 1). The application included the organization’s financial data, summarized in Table 1:
March 2013
Cash
Revenue
Donations
Revenue from
municipal / regional
governments
Fundraising
Other
Total Revenue
Donations &
Fundraising / Total
Revenue
Net Income
Retained Earnings

March 2014

March 2015

March 2016

March 2017

$63,619

$43,409

$175,583

$147,492

$226,254

$85,341
$2,500

$160,698
$14,500

$267,407
$12,500

$177,714

$335,172
$24,500

$55,894
$41,027
$184,762
76.44%

$113,158
$70,906
$359,262
76.23%

$88,356
$111,444
$479,707
74.16%

$117,642
$125,647
$421,003
70.16%

$133,819
$136,770
$630,261
74.41%

$52,714

$31,438

$144,777

$‐25,864
$510

$64,669
$65,179

Table 1: NWT SPCA’s Financial Data
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COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Policy on Property Tax Exemption Criteria for Societies (Council Motion # 0073‐18)
APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
1.
Property Assessment and Taxation Act; and
2.
Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended.
CONSIDERATIONS:
Legislative
Property Tax exemptions are governed by the Property Assessment and Taxation Act (PATA), the City’s
Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended, and Council’s Property Tax Exemption Criteria for
Societies Policy (Council Motion #0073‐18).
Section 4 of PATA identifies several types of properties exempted from taxation by virtue of ownership
and/or land use. Section 74(1) grants Council the right to enact a By‐law to exempt other properties
that meet the criteria identified in Section 74(2); these criteria include land used by societies
incorporated under the Societies Act. The City enacted Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207 for this
purpose and the By‐law, as amended, lists organizations that are currently exempt from paying
property taxes. These exemptions were granted on a case‐by‐case basis without a standard set of
criteria on which to base the evaluation, so earlier this year the Property Tax Exemption Criteria for
Societies Policy was developed to improve transparency by establishing a set of common standards for
evaluating tax exemption requests; it was adopted by Council in March of 2018.
Financial Considerations
The NWT SPCA’s previous temporary tax exemption authorized by Council resulted in a total
exemption for the organization of $31,451 from 2012 through 2015.
The Property’s current assessed value is $752,660 with an assessment class of 103, Commercial. Based
on the final 2018 mill rates, the 2018 tax levy for the Property is $9,875 in municipal taxes and $2,514
in school taxes, for a total of $12,389. If the requested tax exemption is granted, in 2018 the City will
forgo the $9,875 in municipal tax revenue from this Property, adding to the $297,500 in exemptions
already authorized in the Tax Administration By‐law and bringing the total municipal tax exemption to
$307,375, which represents 1.13% of the City’s potential total tax revenue.
The City of Yellowknife provides financial assistance in form of grants to the NWT SPCA, as shown in
Table 2:

Special Grants
Core Grants/
Multi‐Year Funding

2011

2012

2013

$8,500

$4,000

$2,000

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

$10,000

$10,000

$12,250

$12,250

$12,250

Table 2: The City of Yellowknife’s Grants to NWT SPCA
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ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATION:
That Council direct Administration to deny the NWT SPCA’s tax exemption request.
RATIONALE:
Based on their application, the NWT SPCA meets the criteria set out in the Section 74(2) of PATA and
included in the Property Tax Exemption Criteria for Societies Policy:
a. The organization must be a society incorporated under the Societies Act
The NWT SPCA is an incorporated society under the Societies Act.
b. The property must not be used as a residence.
The NWT SPCA states that there is no residence on the property.
Based on their application, the NWT SPCA also meets the criteria identified by the City of Yellowknife
and included in the Property Tax Exemption Criteria for Societies Policy:
a. The organization must be a non‐profit organization in good standing with the Registrar of
Societies and the City.
The NWT SPCA states that they are in good standing with the Registrar. As of June 27, 2018
their accounts with the City are current.
b. The organization must support a municipal purpose by providing:
a. Social and community services to the General Public; or
The NWT SPCA application states that “The NWT SPCA provides a social and community
service to the general public by offering a shelter for abandoned animals. It also provides
on‐going volunteer opportunities, pet adoptions, as well as offers educational programs for
the community.”
b. Arts and cultural activities of demonstrable benefit to the General Public and that can be
reasonably considered to provide a unique extension of municipal arts and cultural services;
or
c. Recreational services to the General Public that can reasonably be considered an extension
of municipal recreational services.
c. The organization’s use of the property must provide services for and/or support to City residents
without restriction.
The NWT SPCA application states that “The NWT SPCA has no restrictions on for anyone wishing
our services under our mandate and purpose.”
d. The organization’s use of the property must be consistent with municipal policies, plans,
by‐laws, codes and regulations.
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The NWT SPCA application states that “The NWT SPCA follows all policies, plans, codes and
regulation of the Municipality of Yellowknife.
e. The organization must not disparage others.
The NWT SPCA application states that “The NWT SPCA does not disparage other organizations
but works with other groups and non‐profits for mutual benefit.”
f. The organization must show evidence of ongoing, active volunteer involvement.
The NWT SPCA application states that “The NWT SPCA has daily volunteers helping at the
shelter and has weekly orientations for volunteers. A sign‐in book is present for volunteers to
sign in and sign out. The organization also actively seeks regular volunteers to help with daily
shelter duties, programs and the events. The Board of Directors is also a volunteer Board.
g. The organization must present proof of financial responsibility and accountability.
The NWT SCPA application states that the organization provided financial information in the
annual report and files with the CRA each year.
h. The organization must own the property it is applying for property tax exemption on and
operate on that property.
The NWT SPCA application is incomplete on this point, but City records confirm the society
owns the property on which the exemption is being sought.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Property Tax Exemption Criteria for Societies Policy (DM # 511146);
2. Tax exemption request from NWT SPCA (DM # 520736); and
3. By‐law No. XXXX, a by‐law to amend Tax Administration By‐law No, 4207, as amended, (DM #
525093).

Prepared:
Revised:

May 22, 2018; CS
May 29, 2018; SW
June 27, 2018; SW
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Policy Title:
Approved By:
Effective Date:

1

Property Tax Exemption Criteria for Societies
Council Motion # 0073‐18
March 13, 2018

INTRODUCTION
The City of Yellowknife promotes fairness, transparency, and equity. To ensure that all
society applications for property tax exemption are reviewed objectively, it is desirable to
have specific criteria for evaluating the applications.

2

PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy (the “Policy”) is to establish criteria for evaluating applications
for property tax exemptions made by societies incorporated under the Societies Act.

3

DEFINITIONS
In this Policy:
“Non‐Profit Organization”

means an organization that operates for the common
good, uses any money it earns for the core missions of
the organization, and does not distribute its profits to
individuals.

“General Public”

means the general community of the City of Yellowknife.

“Restriction”

means a limitation based on age, gender, race, culture,
ethnic origin, religious belief, property ownership,
unreasonable fees, or other membership requirements.

“Municipal Purpose”

means the services align with the City of Yellowknife’s
municipal services and/or support the City’s municipal
outcomes.
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4

POLICY

To be considered, an application for property tax exemption under Section 74(2) (h) of the
Property Assessment and Taxation Act must meet the following requirements identified in the
Act:
a. The organization must be a society incorporated under the Societies Act.
b. The property must not be used as a residence.
In addition, the application must meet the following criteria identified by the City of
Yellowknife:
a. The organization must be a non‐profit organization in good standing with the Registrar
of Societies and the City.
b. The organization must support a municipal purpose by providing:
a. Social and community services to the General Public; or
b. Arts and cultural activities of demonstrable benefit to the General Public and
that can be reasonably considered to provide a unique extension of municipal
arts and cultural services; or
c. Recreational services to the General Public that can reasonably be considered an
extension of municipal recreational services.
c. The organization’s use of the property must provide services for and/or support to City
residents without restriction.
d. The organization’s use of the property must be consistent with municipal policies, plans,
by‐laws, codes and regulations.
e. The organization must not disparage others.
f. The organization must show evidence of ongoing, active volunteer involvement.
g. The organization must present proof of financial responsibility and accountability.
h. The organization must own the property it is applying for property tax exemption on
and operate on that property.
5

APPLICATION
This Policy applies to applications for property tax exemption received from societies
registered under the Societies Act.
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BY‐LAW NO. XXXX
BM XXX
A BY‐LAW of the Council of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife in the Northwest
Territories, to amend By‐law No. 4207, as amended, which provides for the exemption of certain
properties from taxes.
PURSUANT TO Section 74 of the Property Assessment and Taxation Act, R.S.N.W.T 1988, c. P‐10;
WHEREAS the Council of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife wishes to amend Tax
Administration By‐law No. 4207;
NOW, THEREFORE, THE COUNCIL OF THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF YELLOWKNIFE, in
regular sessions duly assembled, enacts as follows:
APPLICATION
1. That By‐law No. 4207 be amended by removing Section 16 C), which reads as follows:
C) The NWT SPCA, in respect of Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250, shall be temporarily exempt from
taxes until such time as the NWT SPCA is occupying Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250 and is
generating revenues but in any case the timeframe of such exemption shall not exceed 5 years.
2. That By‐law No. 4207 be amended by adding By‐law No. 4657, a By‐law to amend Tax
Administration By‐law 4207, as amended, to grant the NWT SPCA a temporary property tax
exemption for the land and improvements for Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250 to the list of repealed
By‐laws so that Section 18 B) reads as follows:
B) By‐law No. 3690, 3769, 3911, 3937, 4008, 4053, 4141, 4657 By‐laws to amend the Property Tax
Exemptions By‐law.
3. That By‐law No. 4207 be amended by adding the following to Section 15, which lists properties to
be exempt from paying property taxes as long as they are used for municipal purposes and not
used as a residence:
I) NWT SPCA: Lot 54, Block 907, Plan 4250.
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By‐law No. XXXX

XX‐XXX
EFFECT

4. That this by‐law shall come into effect upon receiving Third Reading and otherwise meets the
requirements of Section 75 of the Cities, Towns and Villages Act.
Read a First time this _______ day of _______________, A.D. 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator

Read a Second Time this ______ day of _________________, A.D. 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator

Read a Third Time and Finally Passed this ________________ day of _________________, A.D., 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator

I hereby certify that this by‐law has been made in accordance with the requirements of the Cities, Towns
and Villages Act and the by‐laws of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife.

_____________________________________
City Administrator
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Corporate Services

ISSUE:

Whether to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended, to remove
the tax exemption for the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors Centre, Plan 2257,
Block 310, Lot 1 Ptn 1.

RECOMMENDATION:
That By‐law No. XXXX, a by‐law to amend Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207 as amended, to remove
the tax exemption pertaining to the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors Centre, be presented for
adoption.
BACKGROUND:
Section 16 A) of the Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207 as amended, exempts the Northern Frontier
Regional Visitors Centre from 70% of annual property taxes as long as the property it is used for
municipal purposes and not used as a residence.
When the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors Centre vacated this property in 2017, the exemption no
longer applied and the GNWT began submitting grants‐in‐lieu equivalent to the full amount of the
property tax levy.
COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
N/A
APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
1.
Property Assessment and Taxation Act; and
2.
Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended.
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CONSIDERATIONS:
Legislative
The original property tax exemption was governed by the Property Assessment and Taxation Act
(PATA), and the City’s Tax Administration By‐law No. 4207, as amended.
ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATION:
That Council direct Administration to leave the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors’ Centre tax
exemption in place.
RATIONALE:
The original exemption was granted because the property was used for a municipal purpose. As the
property is no longer used for a municipal purpose, it does not qualify for the exemption.
The GNWT has been submitting payments‐in‐lieu equivalent to the full tax levy since the Northern
Regional Frontier Visitors’ Centre vacated the building in 2017.
When the Northern Frontier Regional Visitors’ Centre resumes operation outside of City Hall, it can re‐
apply for a tax exemption on the relevant property.
ATTACHMENTS:
By‐law No. XXXX, a by‐law to amend Tax Administration By‐law No, 4207, as amended, (DM # 525126).

Prepared:
Revised:

June 28, 2018; SW
July 6, 2018; SW
July 11, 2018; SW
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BY‐LAW NO. XXXX
BM XXX
A BY‐LAW of the Council of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife in the Northwest
Territories, to amend By‐law No. 4207, as amended, which provides for the exemption of certain
properties from taxes.
PURSUANT TO Section 74 of the Property Assessment and Taxation Act, R.S.N.W.T 1988, c. P‐10;
WHEREAS the Council of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife wishes to amend Tax
Administration By‐law No. 4207;
NOW, THEREFORE, THE COUNCIL OF THE MUNICIPAL CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF YELLOWKNIFE, in
regular sessions duly assembled, enacts as follows:
APPLICATION

1.

That By‐law No. 4207 be amended by removing Section 16 A), which reads as follows:
A) The Northern Frontier Regional Visitors Centre, Plan 2257, Block 310, Lot 1 Ptn 1, shall be
exempt from 70% of annual property taxes as long as it is used for municipal purposes and not
used as a residence.
EFFECT

2.

That this by‐law shall come into effect upon receiving Third Reading and otherwise meets the
requirements of Section 75 of the Cities, Towns and Villages Act.

Read a First time this _______ day of _______________, A.D. 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator
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By‐law No. XXXX

XX‐XXX

Read a Second Time this ______ day of _________________, A.D. 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator

Read a Third Time and Finally Passed this ________________ day of _________________, A.D., 2018.

_____________________________________
Mayor

_____________________________________
City Administrator

I hereby certify that this by‐law has been made in accordance with the requirements of the Cities, Towns
and Villages Act and the by‐laws of the Municipal Corporation of the City of Yellowknife.

_____________________________________
City Administrator
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
(For Information Only)
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Community Services

ISSUE:

An update on the progress of the Everyone is Home – Yellowknife’s 10 Year Plan
to End Homelessness.

BACKGROUND:
The City of Yellowknife, Community Advisory Board on Homelessness (CAB), is mandated, through the
Federal Government Homelessness Partnering Strategy (HPS) to complete a Community Plan. The CAB
completed the Community Plan for the period of the funding program (2014 to 2019) as well as annual
updates for each of the subsequent years. Among other initiatives, the Community Plan included the
development of a 10 Year Plan to End Homelessness.
The development of the 10 Year Plan (the Plan) was a six month process that commenced in January
2017. The Plan included a comprehensive consultation that included people with lived experience,
Indigenous peoples including Elders, service providers, government agencies and business
representatives. With input from this process and through current research on available data and
information on homelessness and housing in Yellowknife, the Plan culminated with Council adopting
the Plan on June 26, 2017.
Through a strong Indigenous lens, the Plan embraces ending homelessness through an integrated
approach involving all levels of governments, agency support and those with lived experience. The Plan
details a methodology that includes leadership at the highest level by the formation of a Homelessness
Commission to champion the Plan and set high level direction within each of the respective
organizations and departments. Secondly, the Plan introduces the concept of an Interagency Council
with a role to coordinate the services surrounding homelessness services. A third aspect of the Plan
recognizes the necessity to advance the Calls to Action as detailed in the findings of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission. Specifically the Plan details the Calls to Action that are needed in the areas
of education, child welfare, health, justice and social programs to support the healing of indigenous
peoples. The fourth and final aspect of the Plan is to promote healing through enhanced access to
services for addiction treatment and mental health supports in the north.
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The Plan details the following implementation schedule to guide the first three years of the 10 Year
Plan:
Year 1 – 2017 ‐ 2018

Year 2 – 2018‐2019

Year 3 – 2019‐ 2020

Over the past year the following projects have been achieved through funding from the HPS funds.
Intervention
Permanent
Supportive Housing –
Scattered Site
(Housing First –HF)
Housing First
Intensive Case
Management (ICM)
Rapid
Rehousing/Prevention

2017 – 2018
HF for Adults –23 housed
HF for Families – 15 housed
(56 people)
HF for Youth – 12 housed
GNWT Justice operates the
ICM

Indigenous Wellness
and Cultural Supports
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2018 ‐ 2019
HF for Adults – 24 housed
There was no funding past
March 31/18 for HF for
Families and Youth

Cost
Adults ‐ $612,000
Families ‐ $58,664
Youth ‐ $45,000

RFP Process has
$125,000
commenced to secure an
organization to deliver this
program
The City has supported
the development of the
Page 2

Coordinated Access
(CAA) & Homeless
Management
Information System
(HMIS)
Rent Supports

AWIF Healing Camp on
City land.
The CAB adopted the CAA
report in May 2018. The
City has assisted the
agencies in HMIS through
ongoing training.

CAA ‐ $35,000
HMIS – $24,632

Rent Supports provided
through NWT Housing
Corp.

Also mentioned in the Plan is the development of a Homelessness Commission with a mandate to
provide high level decision making and champion the Plan. The City took the lead on this and has
established a Homelessness Commission with a membership made up of the Mayor, Chair of the CAB,
City Administrator, Chief – Yellowknife Dene First Nation (YKDFN), Minister responsible for NWT
Housing Corporation (NWTHC), President NWTHC and an Indigenous Elder.
Over and above these initiatives the CAB has also provided funding in 2017/18 for a 24 Hour Sheltering
service. The cost of this service was $57,285. This program was delivered through Side Door Ministries
from February 2017 to March 2018 as the funding provided.
City Council has also provided funding for various homelessness initiatives that were not specifically
identified in the three year roll out of the Plan. These have included:
Program
Homelessness Employment
Street Outreach
Day Shelter

2017 Funding
$50,000
$160,000
$50,000

2018 Funding
$100,000
$360,000
$50,000

Looking forward for the next year, there are a few actions that have been undertaken and others
that will be implemented in the very near future.
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2018 Steps the City of Yellowknife will complete to move the 10 Year Plan Forward
Action
Status
Next Steps
Present Homelessness Commission with
Interagency Council Terms of
Adoption of the Interagency
Third Quarter 2018
Reference, for adoption and
Council Terms of Reference
designation of members to the
Interagency Council
Address Federal Funding for
the next five years.

Ongoing through 2018

Continue to collaborate with
industry agencies, the GNWT
and engage Behchoko

Continue the Funders Table
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City staff will work closely with the
Federal Government to determine the
funding for the next five years, as well
as the new initiatives moving forward

Ongoing

Continually keep in contact and
collaborate with industry agencies and
the GNWT. This is achieved with open
dialogue, and ongoing educational
opportunities. Engage with Behchoko
and their homelessness priorities to see
how we can help each other

Ongoing

Meet with the GNWT and Federal
Government on a monthly basis
monitor and maintain financial
resources and ensure they are
maximizing efficiency of programs
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COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Goal #3
Community Sustainability
Motion #0136‐17

That Council adopt the 2017 Everyone is Home – Yellowknife’s 10 Year Plan to
End Homelessness.

APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
Everyone is Home – Yellowknife’s 10 Year Plan to End Homelessness.
ATTACHMENTS:
None.
Prepared:

June 4, 2018; GW/ck
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
(For Information Only)
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Community Services

ISSUE:

An update to Council regarding washrooms available for public use.

BACKGROUND:
Provided for the information of Committee is an update on the availability of washrooms to the public.
In 2017 the City undertook steps to ensure that the public was made aware of all the locations within
the City where public washrooms are available. Additionally, an incentive program was introduced
whereby if a local establishment were to open their washroom facilities to the public, and sign their
building accordingly, they would receive a monetary incentive of $500 annually to offset any additional
expenses they may incur. To‐date there has been one business located in the downtown, Twist, to take
advantage of this incentive.
A full public washroom information campaign ensued which provided the public information on where
and when washroom facilities were available. In addition to signage, the attached map was one aspect
of this plan that graphically illustrates the public washroom locations as identified by the common sign.
The City will relaunch the public information campaign to once again inform the public.
In addition, the City has added a tile to the Ping Street Mobile Application that indicates the location of
the various washroom facilities that are available to the public.
Access to washrooms is available to the public at the following Downtown City facilities:
 City Hall – open Monday to Friday regular business hours as well as Saturday and Sunday
10:00am to 5:00pm (until September 30, 2018)
 Twist ‐ 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
 Yellowknife Public Library
o Monday to Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
o Friday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
o Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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o Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. (October to April).
Somba K’e Park washroom – June to September
o Monday to Friday 11:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
o Monday to Friday 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. (Tuesday 4:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.)
o Saturday – Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
o Winter hours vary depending on weather conditions.

Outside of the downtown core washroom facilities are available to the public at Ruth Inch Memorial
Pool, Community Arena, Multiplex and Fieldhouse.
Administration was recently asked to provide a cost to maintain longer hours at the Somba K’e
washroom. The following information is provided for considerations.
 Cost for current summer operations (approx. 42 hrs/week) = $17,500
 Cost for additional summer operations (approx. 84 hrs/week) = $35,000
 Cost for current winter operations = $8,000
 Cost for year around operations based on 84 hrs/week = $105,660
The City recently received a presentation from the Rotary Club indicating their desire to partner on the
development of a washroom located in the downtown on the 50/50 lot. Due to the timing of the
proposal and the budget implications a letter was sent to the Club indicating it may be considered at a
future date.
COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Goal #2
Downtown Revitalization
Council Goal #3
Strength and diversify the Economy
Motion #0122‐17

That Council direct Administration to….
2) Contribute an annual amount of $500 to each business or non‐government
office for opening washrooms for public use during their business hours, with
locations in the DT‐Downtown zone covered by the Downtown Development
Reserve Fund and locations in other zones covered by the City’s O&M budget,
starting in 2017.

APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
Map – Washroom Locations (DM #522137).

Prepared:

June 4, 2018; GW/ck
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
(For Information Only)
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Public Works and Engineering

ISSUE:

An update to Council regarding required adjustments to the Recycling Program
in order to better adapt to fluctuations in the global recycling market.

BACKGROUND:
Recent global policy changes are having dramatic effects on international recycling markets. The Green
Fence and National Sword are Chinese policies set in motion to address the high level of contamination
in recyclables imported to China. These stricter regulations mean that the cost of recycling goes up for
material recycling facilities (MRFs) and in turn is passed on to municipalities.
Furthermore, our recycling partner, Cascades Recovery, has made changes to what materials are
accepted at their facility. In the upcoming months, Cascades will no longer accept:




Mixed paper
Boxboard
Mixed Plastics

Additionally, cardboard which until recently provided the City with a rebate of $65/tonne will see a
drop in this rate to $10/tonne. This means that the immediate financial costs of recycling have
increased.
Administration is in the negotiation process with Cascades to allow for a grace period in order to adjust
to the new criteria. Cascades is willing to work with the City during the transition period but no firm
deadline has yet been set. At the end of the grace period, municipalities will be charged a waste
handling fee for shipped materials that do not meet the new expectations.
In order to comply with these regulations and to better adapt to market shocks, the City needs to
change how it collects certain recyclables. The main action items are as follows:
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1) Reorganize the sorting categories of the residential Blue Bin Recycling Stations to better
account for the different grades of paper. Blue Bin Stations would have a section for office
paper, a second for newsprint, a third for magazines and a fourth for boxboard and other
prohibited paper material (mixed paper). The first three types can be sent down to MRFs, the
Boxboard will need to be managed in‐house (potentially used in the Centralized Composting
Program). Recommendation 5.1.2.3.1 of The Strategic Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
proposes:

2) Increased sorting of cardboard. The majority of the cardboard collected in the Blue Bin Stations
is brown virgin cardboard, compliant with the new demands of Cascades. Since word of the
new expectations from Cascades, staff has worked to remove contaminants. Staff can also
remove coloured cardboard material in order to further reduce contamination. However, this is
labour intensive and would not guarantee that contamination levels are respected. Cascades
recently found a buyer for their mixed cardboard (i.e. brown and coloured), so the need to
further separate cardboard is not immediate. However, a decision will need to be made as to
whether Administration proactively adjusts the Blue Bin Stations to handle coloured cardboard
and brown cardboard separately. The drop in price from $65 to $10 per tonne remains with the
new buyer.
3) Clear messaging for Industrial, Commercial and Institutional sector (ICI) and residents:
Administration will continue to work with our local hauler to strategize on how best to support
the ICI sector with the new recycling expectations. The City’s changes to the program will send
a clear message to ICI sectors and the hauler on how to proceed with their own recycling
logistics. Updating residents on what is expected of them when it comes to recycling will need
to be prioritized.
The Recycling Blue Bin Stations need to be readjusted to better correlate with market trends. More
detailed separation of recyclables, despite the extra logistics and growing pains of residents and
businesses, puts the City in a better position to use recyclables as a resource or optimize their value in
the market. More detailed sorting would involve a potential investment in more bin stations, better
signage and education material. It would also require an investment in increasing the storage capacity
of recycled material at the Solid Waste Facility. This investment is proposed and outlined in the SWMP.
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Items such as boxboard, coloured cardboard and mixed plastics will continue to be segregated at Blue
Bin Stations and baled at the SWF but they will not be shipped to MRFs. They will instead be stockpiled
on site and stored until markets are found, or until there is an internal need for them as a resource
(carbon feedstock for compost or small scale Waste‐to‐Energy pilot projects).
Cascades has been proactive in giving us fair notice of the upcoming changes and have committed to
working with its clients by providing support mechanisms such as information brochures for residents,
consulting supporting and if needed, they are willing to come to Yellowknife to participate in panel
discussions. Given their reputation and expertise, it was recommended by sonnevera waste
consultants that we continue to work with Cascades as opposed to finding a new MRF.
COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Goal 1
Better Engagement with Stakeholders: This is in line with the vision of
transparency and collaboration at the core of Council Goal #1. The City
chooses to be proactive and work with partners (Cascades, Kavanaugh,
businesses and residents) to see what has been coined by municipalities
as a crisis, as an opportunity to better manage waste.
Council Goal 4

Community Sustainability: This aligns with the principles of sustainability;
long‐term planning that considers the social, economic and
environmental outcomes.

Motion #0183‐18

That Council adopt the City of Yellowknife Strategic Waste Management
Plan for information.

APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
City of Yellowknife Strategic Waste Management Plan (sonnevera, 2018)
CONSIDERATIONS:
Financial Considerations
At $65/tonne, the cost to the City to recycle cardboard on an annual basis was approximately $15,000.
The reduction to $10/tonne will mean an increase in costs to approximately $80,000. However, this
cost is still much cheaper than the $225,000 that it would cost the City if this material was landfilled.
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Costs associated with reorganizing both the paper and the cardboard blue bins include new signage
and some additional dividers and will be approximately $15,000.
Energy & Green House Gas Emissions
Clear protocol that reinforces waste diversion is in line with City efforts to reduce GHG emissions from
landfill as per the Energy Action Plan.
Environmental
Waste Diversion increases the lifespan of the landfill, reduces the risk of groundwater contamination.
Administration has been in discussion with Waste Reduction Specialists at the territorial level and are
working to ensure that actions taken consider the direction and goals of the GNWT Waste Resource
Management Strategy.
RATIONALE:
The global market for recyclables is changing due to the recent policies that have been enacted in
China. As a result, our recycling streams must also change to reflect the new realities. The streams of
materials that are accepted as well as the contamination levels need to align with expectations of our
MRF. In order for the City of Yellowknife to remain as environmentally and fiscally responsible as
possible, changes need to be made at our blue bin stations. Providing more comprehensive recycling
streams will allow us to better adapt to changing markets and continue to demonstrate our leadership
in sustainability.
ATTACHMENTS:
Notice from Cascades Recovery re: Recycling Market Updates – Cardboard and Mixed Paper, March
30th, 2018 (DM#520606)
Prepared:
Revised:

May 30, 2018; CV
June 12, 2018; MA
June 18, 2018; MA
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MEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE:

Special Municipal Services

DATE:

July 16, 2018

DEPARTMENT:

Administration

ISSUE:

Whether to appoint a member to serve on the Community Advisory Board on
Homelessness.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council appoint a representative from a Yellowknife sheltering agency to serve on the Community
Advisory Board on Homelessness (CAB) for a two‐year term commencing July 24, 2018 and ending July
23, 2020.
BACKGROUND:
Ms. Lyda Fuller, a representative from a Yellowknife sheltering agency has resigned from the
Community Advisory Board (CAB) on Homelessness.
The City of Yellowknife invited various Yellowknife sheltering agencies to submit an application to serve
on the Community Advisory Board on Homelessness.
COUNCIL POLICY / RESOLUTION OR GOAL:
Council Goal #3
Community Sustainability.
Motion #0459‐96, as amended by #0460‐96, #0462‐96 and #0273‐09:
“The following policy be adopted with respect to appointments to municipal boards and committees:
i)
The maximum consecutive years that an individual may serve on any one board or
committee is six.
ii)
Individuals who have served the maximum six‐year period on one municipal board or
committee shall be eligible to be appointed to another board or committee.
iii)
No individual shall be precluded from serving concurrent terms on more than one
municipal board or committee.
iv)
Notwithstanding that an individual appointee has served less than six years on a
particular board or committee, Council may, after the expiration of the first or
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v)

vi)

subsequent terms of that appointee, advertise for applicants to fill a vacancy on that
board or committee.
Notwithstanding clause (i.) of this policy, should the City receive no applications to fill a
vacancy on any particular board or committee, the six year maximum limitation may, at
the discretion of City Council, be waived.
Should the City receive no applications to fill a vacancy on any particular board or
committee, City Council may appoint a member of the public at their discretion.

APPLICABLE LEGISLATION, BY‐LAWS, STUDIES, PLANS:
Council Procedures By‐law No. 4250, as amended.
CONSIDERATIONS:
Legislation
Section 120 of Council Procedures By‐law No. 4250 states:
Special Committees of Council
120. Where Council deems it necessary to establish a special committee to investigate and consider
any matter, Council shall:
(1)
name the committee;
(2)
establish terms of reference;
(3)
appoint members to it;
(4)
establish the term of appointment of members;
(5)
establish requirements for reporting to Council or a standing committee; and
(6)
allocate any necessary budget or other resources to it.
Procedural Considerations
All appointments to Special Committees must be approved by Council.
The composition of the Committee was structured so that various segments of the community are
represented.
ALTERNATIVES TO RECOMMENDATION:
That the City re‐advertise vacancies for the Community Advisory Board on Homelessness.
RATIONALE:
The Committee members will assist the City in an advisory capacity regarding homelessness issues
within the municipal boundaries of the City of Yellowknife. Appointing a full complement of Members
will ensure that the work of the committee is completed in a timely fashion. The term of the CAB
coincides with the term of the Federal Homelessness Partnering Strategy Contribution Agreement. The
current agreement is effective from April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2019.
ATTACHMENTS:
Expressions of interest.
Prepared: July 10, 2018; SJ
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